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MASONIC BUILDING CO.

Roswcll.
Among his associates, he had no enemies
and his genial disposition won for him the
good win of ail who know him.
Build a
After years of hard labor and roi,sh ex"
The Official Call for Meeting.
J
nnrinnrne in "Pnllln T nml
Ik. ""oil r.f
1
Santa Fe,N. M., Oct. 31.
HoUSe
Wild"
beckoned
on and like many other
011
Owing to the sentiments that were ex
men and true, the things he first in- j.
pressed by several members of the con:
..
..
.
i
jjitun.
,i.,t,.,i
111 ua jjiuaauica
uuijcu
ucumiic Vitus, tlui
gressional party headed hy Hon. James G.
the
he
"dole"
the
lariat
and
for the
cards,
Tawney of Minnesota, as well as reports
j'nfiIu ot the spurs he preferred the click of
OF
ORDER.
ENTERPRISE
THE
LOCAL
of the changing condition of the sentiment
checks.
RODEY REFUSED A HEARING at Washington, relative to the statehood
nuhlishud last week the
This naner
'
IL. I
fll
anu
."way utain a goou lenow
The meeting of the territorial rcpuoli- situation, it has been deemed advisable to articles of Incorporation for the Masonic
spom
n.s
monny
wun
wnen
me
ooys,
anu
can central committee which was held at call a special meeting of the republican Huilding Company of this city.
This
Santa Fe pursuant to a call issued on Octo- - central committee of the territory to be company was organized recently by mem exposed and had injured his health he be
ber 31, resulted in the committee adopt- held at republican headquarters jn Santa bers of the local Masonic Order who fore came a Knight of the Green Cloth, but
ing the following resolution declaring . for Fe at 3 o'clock p m. November 10.1905. saw the opportunity to secure this excel- never after he essayed the roll of a gamb
separate statehood for the territories by a
it is of special importance that every lent location, corner lot west of bank build ler could it be said that he "marked t h e
C:
to
of
vote
member of the central committee and of ing south side of main street, for the erec- cards" or "loaded the dice."
29
Poor old boy, he was his own worst en
"This committee representing the senti- - jts executive committee be present at this tion of their temple in Tucumcari. Tho
ment ot the republican party of this terri- - meeting, in order that the subject matter officers of the company are Alex D. Gold- - emy, no one did he harm but "kept the noise
tory renews its declaration in favor of ,nny be discussed fully and that such ex enberg, Pres., Dr. Clarence W. Kluttz, less tenor of his way." He was a characThe proposition of joint pressions and resolutions may be entered
..
single statehood.
John 13. Whitmore, Sec, and ter, by this we mean that he pos s e s s e d
1 here was that about
statehood never emanated irom the peo- - Qf reC0rd as the committee shall decide C.
Rankin, Treas. The building site originality.
him
He
pie of either this territory or the territory best nieets the exigencies of the situation, was purchased from a Mr. Trammel, a that differed from the common herd.
- did not possess the polish and culture of
of Arizona, and the majority sentiment of
Trusting that you will appreciate theim- - 'IVxns hnnker. for a consideration of
of the "College Type," but
the people of both territories is decidedly portance of the occasion and make every 000. And the Masonic Huilding Company the
against it. We look up the joint state- - cn- orl to ue present, or if that is not possi- - whih fortunate to secure the nronertv at he was endowed with a vast fund of com
hood measure, so far as it affects this ter- - hie advise me upon the enclosed postal that price and have been offered $1,200 for mon sense
ritory as an attempt at legislative coercion. cari( as to your plans in the matter, stal- - t since they purchased it. 1 he capital
The free life of the cow camp stamps all
We again invite the attention of the na- at tho same time, the name of the per stock of the company is $3,000, one half such men with an individuality that is not
sonal congress to the repeatedly expressed son t0 whom you will give your proxy.
paid in, and it is the intention of the com- - found eleswhere.
To him is attributed
I am, yours truely,
sentiment in our national and territorial
pany to place the rest of the stock among the saying: "There are days in a man's
conventions of the two great political par
H. O. UURSUM,
Masons, either members of this or other life when he can't lay up a cent; and there
Chairman.
ties in favor of single statehood for this
Lodgrs. The building will be commenc- - are other days when he can't get a cent to
tut ritory, and express the hope that our
cd as soon as funds arc at hand to begin ay Up
.
1.
territory will get a "square deal," and be
U,IIIC HUI rv.
M.i'o
I T,,
n oko In
honored with an early admission as a state ROVGH RIDERS TO
The incorporators are composed of our T .
..final rounduD
within its present bouudries."
business people anu it is not imeiy The avenging Angel was kind to him in his
BE REMEMBERED leading
The above resolution was introduced by
that they will have any difficulty in secur last hour. Suddenly and peacefully "the
Attorney General George W. Prichard, a
ing all funds necessary, as Masonic paper
fleeting breath fled its tenements of clay."
member of the central committee from
generally goes at par the world over.
No lingering on a bed of affliction, away
defor
Capt.
Osage
Frank
agent
the
general
Frantz,
the
which
in
Lincoln county,
The building is to be a two story stone from home and loved ones; no dread hours
livered a lengthy address in support of tho Indians in Oklahoma, is to become gov structure, with lodge room and officers up
anguish, through long, lonely nights to
ernor of Oklahoma on the expiration of stairs and two 2; ft. store rooms down of
rocinlutinn.
on life's errors and misfortunes,
lament
Hon, F. A. Hubbell, a member of the Governor Ferguson's term, January 13 stairs.
Few were the friends present to "take
committee from Bernalillo county, replied 1906. The president announced that h
This is a very commendable enterprise
of his departure;" at his lonely grave,
heed
in
to Mr. Prichard's address, and in a forci- would appoint Capt. Frantz, who was a and Tucumcari is to be congratulated
no funeral dirge; no parson's prayer com
regiment,
Rider
and
Rough
his
in
captain
of
the
adoption
the
opposed
speech
of
spirit
ble
such
the possession of an Order
mended his soul to the keeping of Him,
resolution on the ground that it did not who has received two appointments pre- who loves us all, but let us hope
of the people viously at his hands. The first was that
represent the sentiment
PASSED OVER THE GR.EAT DIVIDE. through the mists of dissolution his dying
postmaster
Enid,
Okla.,
and
the
at
statehood
of
nf N!w Mexico at lame on the
With the October frosts that withered eyes read a mystic meaning, and that all is
0 ties t ion. Mr. Hubbell offered to cite the other was an agent of the Osages,, to sue
cactus, came the inevitable blight that now well with his Soul.
the
appoint
the
Mitscher,
O.
A.
latter
ceed
percent
that
99
members of the committee
lf ilnfl nnt Hvrl .is wr should .ill livR.
of the residents of Hernalillo county were in ment having been made about one year took from the range another of the Old
Timers.
ago.
Capt. Frantz is a member cf
he had not always traveled the ways of
favor of the joint measure.
Since the early days of Tucumcari there righteousness, bnt may we not in his case
pioneer Oklahoma family and brother of
SLodev Refused iv Hcarinri.
Walter Frantz, the baseball pitcher and has been no figure more familiar to its say with J. G. Holland:
.
f
u
w
Al 11115 jUllumi luiiuci ucn.Hiuu
than that of Jack ln men whom men condemn as ill,
third baseman, who was recently signed people and passers-bgress, li. S. Rodey, asked permission to
I find so much of goodness still,
"Jiggers" us he was generally
by the St. Louis National league club for Iiradley
of
several
the
but
committee,
the
address
year, and also of Orville, ("Homo known.
whom men pronounce divine,
men,
In
next
nhinpll'll
Tllfi
r.
mil
-- j
"--I
I find so much of sin and blot,
' immuilinlnlu
Run") Frantz of Harvard baseball fame
oxper
years,
yet
Not
but aged in
old in
en on a mot on bv Mr. Hubbell to allow
I hesitate to draw the line between the two,
c a p t a
..
..
.
.
..
Another Hough Kider
.
ience, the burden of life became too heavy
Where God has not.
IVir. UUUCy iu iumicoa inii iiikuiuit, ...... .
a good place is Capt. Josepl to be longer endured, and on October 25th
gets
who
ed down by a vote of 27 to 7. Mr. Hubbell
He as the golden rays of the Autumn sun ting
Alexander of Phoenix, Ariz.
D.
L.
declared that if the committee would not
The Baptist Ladies Aid supper Wednes
has been made United States attorney for ed the western hills, poor old "Jig" cashed
allow Mr. Rodey to speak it was because
day night was the society event, so far, this
Arizona, to succeed Frederick S. Nave, the his last check.
they were afraid to hear him.
winter. Something near a hundred guests
Mr. Nave
present United States attorney.
He was a native Texan, and at the time
Chairman I3ursum then put the vote on
were present.
The Menu was parexcel-lenchas been appointed associate justice of the of his death, was about thirty years
the resolution, which was carried as above
showing
the
worthy matrons of our
of
Judge
supreme court of Arizona in place
Early in life the freedom of the west ap
stated, by a vote of 29 to ti. After ap
Tucker. In the case of Mr. Navy and pealed to his romantic nature and like so city to be thoroughly acquainted with the
pointing several new members to fill vacan
most minute details of the culinary art.
Capt. Alexander their appointments were
cies existing on the committee from one or recommended bv the unices and bar of many others, he sought the solitude of the The receipts were also satisfactory, being
plains. For many years he ranged on tho close to lif t v dollars. Another nroof that
two counties the meeting adjourned.
Arizona.
lower plains, south of Roswell, where he Tucumcar people are always ready
Did Not Endorse Candidates.
topat.
,
wro einp.uycu uy o.uu vimes, ui miuniuu
,.
wnHhw
nr
KnAa
in h
It was rumored that perhaps the com
Knights Social.
City, Texas, who was the owner of the applied on the dischargo of indebtedness
mittee would endorse the administration
The local order Knights ol I'ytnias in "J I G" brand of cattle.
'against the new church building.
or candidates for offices soon to expire
to give a social to members and thei
From his connection with that outfit, he
tend
com
the
but no such action was taken by
families, and invited guests, on the nigh became the owner of the nickname "Jig
The telephone system is going to be
mittce. Nothing was done at the meeting
of Thanksgiving, November 30th. An ap gers," by which name ho was always rec thoroughly overhauled
deduring the next
resolution
of
the
passage
outbide of the
propriate program will be prepared, in oguized and ftw people knew that he had month and a half. A carload of poles and
claring in favor of single statehood.
any other.
eluding addresses, and maybe music, a la
other materials have been ordered, and
As per the roll call, fifteen counties were
w i
His last work as a cowpuncher was for the '.system we are informed is to be improv- represented and twelve members of the supper likely, etc. Announcement
the L F D's on the four lakes ranch below ed and put in first class condition.
executive committee were present, making come later.

COMMITTEE FAVORS
SINGLE STATEHOOD

out of a total member
a total of forty-on- e
Chairman Biir.sum
ship of
presided and Secretary Charles V. Stafford
was at the desk.
sixty-sovc-

Adooted Separate Statehood
Resolution at Meeting
at Santa Fe.
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Incorporated to
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THIS TUCUMCAIU NEWS

farm for
it is to bo set at tho
roaming, either with tho shallow-pasystem, it should bo
or
set a' once. If It is to bo used for
,iny of tho other purposes, It should
ho' aerated and cooled Immediately to
C,o
degrees K., or below If possible,
iind held at this temperature until It
If
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Coming

What the Vernacular
TUCUMCARI
A New York girl
In jail because lie
alio would probably
If ha hadn't turned

NI3YV

MEXICO.

a man put
admired her. Yet
have despised him

hns had

to look.

vlng Alfonso Is again reported to be
engaged to be mnrrloij, nut a good
many people will refuse to believe It
until he exhibits the license.

The fashionable thing is not often
the comfortable one, but very shortly
a
pair of walking glovea
will be welcome on any old plea.
well-sewe- d

Brooklyn woman committed
because she had no friends. Some
peoplo would regard that as the finest
kind of encouragement for living on.
A

sul-cld- o

Young Mr. Rockefeller gladly would
of his. ability to buy
rich viands if ho could only purchase
a good digestion wherewith to enjoy

part with some
them.

It is doubtless true that no man can
ifford to dress poorly, but It is probably also true that somo men eaunot
afford to dress as well as t. ey habitually do.
We do not believe that George Ade
Is making more money than ho knows
what to do with. Did anybody ever
make more money than ho knew what
to do with?

Franco and Germany have reached
an agreement on the Moroccan question. It doesn't matter, of course,
whether the agreement is satisfactory
to Morocco or not.
A former baseball pitcher who drer
a salary of .$5,000 a year is now making $1.50 a day in a lumber camp. It
doesn't make much difference to hire
when the season closes.
Schumann-Heinl-

e

hns sprained her

voice. We wonder how it is that peoplo with bull voices, foghorn voices,
nutmeg-grate- r
voicen
and sawmill

voices never sprain theirs.

C W. Schwab is going to havo
$150,000 silver gilt dinner service.
Even with thai, however, he will probably find It impossible to take more
than one mouthful at a time.
"What shall wo do when the lobutcr
disappears?" anxiously Inquires the
Boston Globe. But there Is no danger
that the lobster will disappear so long
as the chorus girl is. on earth.
Another cure for consumption has
been discovered. The remedy consists
of the juice of vegetables. Certainly
the juice of corn haa mado many at
Seast forget worse woes than connunip-tlon- .
Weber and Fields are talking of
joining forces again and "Kid" McCoy
is going into vaudeville at $700 a
week. How can anybody continue to
worry about the condition of 'he
American stage?
The Breadwinners' college, a school
or those who must work for theh living, has 'jeen opened in Boston.
Whether it succeeds or not will depend largely upon the showing Us football tep.m is able to make.
It seems odd to read that a young
wife has sued for divorce because her
husband wants to kiss her too much,
devoting so much t'mo to his demonstrations of affoclion that ho neglects
his work. That is not tho uf .ai complaint.

A new law Is soon to go into force
In parts of Russia permitting the natives to discuss politics. If they dis-

cuss them as fervently, as noiselessly,
as Ineffectively as some thoudands of
our people do, the blessing of tbe law
wUl be deeply disguised.

Is
in Colorado.

To

Hardwood Floors

Judge Benjamin B. l.imlsoy, v. ho
has made a national reputation for
himself by his work at the Denver
juvenile court, tells In tho American
Magazine tho story of Fol Martin, a
Of tlx woods used for Hoofing purtypical bad boy. whom the judge has poses, those most common are the
sinco succeeded In reforming. The Georgia or Southern pine, oak. birch,
following is one of the boy's exploits: beech, hickory and maple. Kach has
One of the boy's methods of beat its own merits and most have their
ing liis way about the country was to disadvantages.
board a train and after it had started
The Georgia pine lias thus far been
to creep into an empty berth in a more used for lloorlng in our country
sleeping car.
than any othor wood, and this 13 partOn one occasion Martin was awakly due to Its incxpensivenoss, the averened by the porter's startled exclamage cost per square foot when laid
ation: "Good Lawd, the's a kid in being five cents. In color it is a light
heah!" Then, as the boy phrased it. yellow and admits of an excellent pol"I flew tho coop while the coon guy
ish, but It has one great disadvantage
I
went to tell the conductor.
waa
is, a tendency to sliver which
ditched at a town they call Reno, In canthat
be only partially overcome by the
Nevada. Course I was dead broke. manner of laying the boards.
I touched a guy for a half and bought
Though the most careful workman
me a cane and some chewing gum. I
of the
walked into a bank and right up to ship may be used in the laying can
bo
the guy in do monkey cage. I said floor the Inequality of surface
removed only by a thorough sandI wanted work, and ho said he hadn't
none. I told him I'd clean up do hack papering. No water must touch the
yard and while he went to ask do wood until the polishing has been ap
never
head guy about it rammed do gum on plied; in fact, water should
de end of my cane, shoved it Trough touch the wood itself but only the apdo cage and swiped a twenty that plied polish.
The American Architect and Buildstuck to do gum. Then I took a
hike mighty sudden. I lay low and ing News says: "It must bo rememwent out on the express that night." bered that not a drop of water has
touched the wood since it left tho saw
mill and none must touch it until deThe Sentimental Cook.
I must bo fond of scenery or of poetry or manded by soiling incidental to daily
som'pn,
'Cause I love to sot upon the wharf and use, or more strictly speaking, none
come nearer the wood than the polwatch tho llshcs Junipln'.
The sky It really spreads so nice and the ishing covering tho wood. After the
water looks so line,
And the air It makes you teel as good as floor is perfectly smooth and free
drlnkln' sherry wine.
from all stains or dust tho following
Yes, there must bo pot'ery In mo 'cause
It sets my head to thumplu'
mixture should be applied hot: Four
To set upon tho wharf and watch the
ounces of English resin, twelve ounces
little Dalits jumpln'.
paraffin and one gallon turpentine.
There Is nothln' more delightful than at- This mixture will make a solution ontendln to your cookln',
But 1 sometimes wipe a tear away when ly tinder heat and should be applied
no one ain't a lookin',
I wipes It off be'eauso
it comes from to the floor as hot as possible, with a
lookin at the lake.
cloth or brush, or better still a felt
Which stretches off so lovely whllo I'm
applicator. After standing a lew
fryln' of the steak.
But at mornln' and at evenin'.whcn the hours It should he briskly rubbed with
little skiffs are bumplu'
felt or woolen rubber; it is then
Tho thing that moves mo deepest Is to
watch the fishes jumpln'.
ready for use. This protects wood
0 when I die and go before the throne to from water or whatever else may fall
get my due.
upon It. and also fills in tho pores,
1 hopes as how they'll recognize
the good
thus preventing shrinkage, which is a
ness of my stew;
I hopes they'll give mo credit for the very important factor in keeping a
charity I done,
floor smooth."
And also my creation of the
bun.
The proper tools for keeping a hardAnd when I gets my robe on and my
wood floor in good condition are necesheart with Joy Is thumpln,
I II JtiRt sit there with folded wings and
sary. If the floor Is to be waxed after
watch tho tlshos jumpln.
varnishing a good wax brush must be
New Orleans
used, also a hair brush and a hard
The Key to Power.
floor mop. There are a number of
Success in life Is a delicate and dif- reliable polishes which can be purficult thing to define. To many right- chased and these may bo applied by
ly or wrongly it is synonymous with anyone who will follow the simple dithe accumulation of wealth, the stand- rections accompanying the can.
ard of achievement and the end of all
The floor should be wiped each day
ambition worthy of human endeavor. with white, soft cloths, and once a
But whatever may be our delineation
week smoothed with a rubber. The
of this subtle and somewhat fickle
best remedy for a soiled floor is a
goddess, the possession of a substanwashing with warm soapsuds, a thortial bank account is, for most persons ough airing and a reapplication of
for ail, In fact, who are not degen- Polish.
s. A. Osgood.
erates a most laudable object of ambition. It has a psychological value
all apart from Its conventional, commercial value. It is veritably tho key
to power not alone through what It
buys, but through what It does unlocking those secret
sources of
strength that transform the delinquent
Into the alert, the vacillating Into the
confident, kindling the embers of
Pure milk can he obtained only
hope, and giving the race to the slow, from healthy
cows fed on good wholethe battle to the weak. Business some food and supplied with pure
waMen's Magazine.
ter. Damaged food, such as rotten
silage, mouldy hay, or musty grain,
Pitiful Plight of Aged Man.
will frequently affect
flavor of
Because Oliver Powe. a builder ol milk, often giving it athodisagreeable
put
Conn.,
all his property in taste, and any food
Ansonla,
that is likely to
his wife's name and she died childless Impart an odor to tho milk,
n.s
he lost it all, according to the probate silage, turnips, etc., should bo such
fed aftcourt's ruling, and is left penniless at er milking and not before.
the age of 72, too infirm to work. BeAs soon as milk Is drawn it should
lieving that at his wife's death he be removed from the stable to protect
would be her heir. Mr. Powe had his It from dust and to prevent absorption
home and savings. $22,000 In all. of odors, and immediately strained
transferred to her, so she would have through a sterilized cloth strainer.
no trouble In getting his estate should
These remarks apply to the produche die first. Mrs. Powe died a year tion of all milk, whether it Is to be
ago, her estate was promptly claimed made Into butter, on the farm, hauled
by her relatives and the probate court to a creamery
or cheese factory,
sustaiued their claim. Mr. Powe has shipped to the city for direct consumpbrevsut h suit for equitable vojief
tion., or delivered to tbe consumer
sugar-coate-

d

Times-Democra- t.

Care of the Milk

roaches its destination. If milk is allowed to stand an hour before cooling,
this shortens its keeping quality several hours, because the temperature
of the milk just after drawing Is the
best for the development of bacteria,
while if the milk is cooled to GO degrees F. their development almost entirely ceases.
Troublesome as it i.s at all times to
produce pure milk, It is doubly difficult in hot. weather when conditions
are favorable lor bacterial growth.
To make good dairy products requires
pure milk, and the question of how to
obtain it will doubtless continue to
trouble both the consumer and wideawake butter and cheese maker until
there is a revolution in tho methods
of the average dairyman. W. J. Fra-e- i
ruivorsity of Illinois.

Tomato Recipes
Oaks Tomato Toast Scald the tomatoes with hot water to loosen the
skins; dip in cold water and peel.
Slice and stew with a seasoning of.
pepper, salt, butter aud sugar, if desired. Toast and butter slices of
bread at least a day old. Pour the tomatoes over and serve hot.
Stuffed Tomatoes Select medium
sized tomatoes not over-ripand cut
off a slice at the stalk end. Removo
the pulp and fill with a mixture of
cold chopped veal, bread crumbs, a
beaten egg, a pinch of parsley, salt
and pepper and a few dabs o butter.
Return the tops to the tomatoes, place
in a pan with a little water and put
in an oven to bake, basting every fifteen minutes.
Preserved Tomato Pare and quarter good ripe tomatoes and place
them in a stow pan with a little water, just enough to keop them from
burning. Cook until tho juice is nearly all out, then add a pound of white
sugar to each pin of fruit. Add also
lemons enough to flavor well. Cook
slowly
hour longer aud then
e

one-hal-

can.

Tomato Catsup Wash and quarter
f
bushel of perfectly ripe tomatoes. Let them come to a boll, removo from the fire and when cool
enough to handle rub them through a
wire sieve. To this ad two cups of
salt, one cup each of allspice and
cloves, ground, and one quart of good
cider vinegar. Cook for one hour,
stirring constantly to avoid burning.
If very juicy they may need boiling
for more than an hour, if too thick
add a little more vinegar.
Green Tomato Pickle Select, wash
and slice one peck of green tomatoes.
Boll for ton minutes one gallon of
vinegar to which six tablespoonfuls
or whole cloves, one each of mace,
allspice and cayenne pepper and two
of salt have been added. Add the tomatoes and boll all together for fifteen minutes longer. Cool and put
away in jars.
Worcestershire
Sauce Clean and
quarter ouo peck of tomatoes. Add
to them five lemons, sliced, rind and
all, one cup of brown sugar, one of
salt, two ounces of allspice and one of
ground cloves. Cook all together,
strain, bottle and cork while hot.
Tomato Sauce Peel six ripe toraa
toes, add salt and popper,
cup of hot olive oil aud a small garlic clove, finely minced, and boll down
to a thick creamy consistency.
Curried
Tomatoes A quart of
stewed tomatoes, one cupful of rice
and a teaspoonful of curry powder.
Place the tomatoes and rice lu alternate layers In a pie dish, finishing
with tomatoes, sprinkle bread crumbs
on the top and boll for about forty
minutes.
one-hal-

one-thir-

d

ALCOHOL

IN

MOST MEDICINES.

Indispensable Requisite In Compound
Ing of Some Prescriptions.
It is of courso true Unit some proprietary medicines contain alcohol and
nearly all liquid medicines prescribed
by physicians contain It. No honest'
man will defend the sale of Intoxicants under the guise of medicine; but
every honest man should protest
against a system of wholesale denunciation born of malice, or Ignorance
of pharmaceutical principles, and fostered by selfish Interests. It Is assumed that alcohol Is the cause of intemperance; but there Is a great (inference between alcohol and whisky.
If a substitute for alcohol could bo
found for use In the manufacture of
medicines, its t'.lscovrrer would render
a great service to the profession ot
pharmacy and the science of medi
cine, for alcohol is a very expensive
Ingredient and a cheaper substitute
would be gladly accepted. Unfortunately the word alcohol, In the minds
of many people Is associated exclusively with
drunkenness
and all forms of degradation and vice.
This Is duo to a lack of knowlodgo
by the general public of the fact that
alcohol Is an Indispensable requisite
In drugs, tinctures and lluid extracts.
All fluid extracts and tinctures on the
druggists' shelves contain from 20 to
DO per cent
ot alcohol; and of all
liquid medicines prescribed by physicians more than Tfi per cent contain
it in large proportions.
Alcohol Is required to preserve
substances from deterioration
and from freezing, and it is also required to dissolve substances not soluble in water, whilo it contributes to
their preservation when dissolved.
Diluted alcohol is largely employed in
fluid extracts; and whenever a greater
strength of alcohol Is required as a
solvent (for extracting medicinal principles) the medicine is of such a char-acto- r
as to preclude- a largo dosage;
and for this reason preparations, even
if containing 50 per cent or more of
alcohol, aro practically loss intoxicating than beer. In such cases tho
character of the medicinal constituents
Is such as to absolutely forbid
the
taking of tho medicine In any wa'
except in very small doses and af.
state'l Intervals only. To assnmo that
any great number of proprietary medicines are used as beverages is tho
veriest absurdity. Exchange.

Minister's Witty Remark Won the Day
ter. 'My plnce Sundny is in the pulpit.'
"Hen said it was too cold to go out:
that there were no paths, that everybody would stny at homo; and when
he saw that tho minister was bound
to hold service, he said ho might
preach in his kitchen and they'd cnll
the neiahbors in.
"Hut it. was church or nothing,"
smllo-.tho squire, "nnd the minister
finally got Hen to say ho'd help him
out in digging a path to tho church.
They started in with shovels, and as
they went along some of the men
Joined them, for shame's sake. I guess;
lor although they worked well enough
it was hard shedding, and they didn't
relish tho job any too well.
"They used considerable language
as they dug, and Hen's language led
all the rest. The minister never said
a word.
Ho was working as hard as
the rest, and they thought probably
he didn't hear. Finally they came to
an enormous drift. Hen Rollins throw
himself on his shovel and began to
moisten his lips, when the minister
spoke up. so's everybody could hear.
"'We'll open this drift with prayer!'
he said.
"Open it with prayer they did,"
chuckled the squire. "But all the rest
of tho drifts were opened in silence.''
Youth's Companion.

Rospect of All Parishioners Accorded Man Who Could Joke
Whilo Digging Through Enor-

mous Snowdrifts.

The returned summer visitor asked
".Iju squire" how Greendnlo folks
liked the young minister. "lie's all
right, ma'am," the squire returned,
emphatically. "Preaches twenty-minutsermons and arranges his parish
visits in advance."
"Oh, I see; he's in wholesome awe
of tho natives."
"You never made a greater mistake
in your life, mn'am," the squire de"He's tho religious superclared.
visor of every soul in town. Even Hon
Rollins."
The summer visitor looked her Interest, and the squire went on:
"He got the upper hand of J ten
soon's lie came. That was in the
winter. Tho Saturday before the first
Sunday after he was settled as minister was a real
one. It
began to snow Friday night and kept
on till midnight Saturday. Sunday
morning there wasn't anything much
to be seen, except tho smoke curling
up out o' the chimneys.
"'I see where wo set by tho fire today,' Hen said to the minister, who
boarded then with Hen and his wife.
" 'No tire for me,' laughed the minis- e

l

Quaint Indian Legend of Pike's Peak
Spot Whoro the Losser Spirits sky and mountains meet, they were
Dropped Thoir Burdens of told that they could not bring such
Earth Before Entering Heaven burdens of earth Into heaven. Ac- World's Choicest Materials. cordlngly they dropped them all then
and
These falling masses
there.

for-in"-

Your groocr returns your money If you don't like
Schilling's Host.

"Bound with a Bond Not God
Himself Will Sever, the Babe
I Bore Is Mine For Ever and

Beware oi Ointments for Catarrh

that Contain Mercury,

memory will surely dcMroy thn eno of mucH
and completely deraugo tho wholo nyntem when
entering It through tho mucous turfiicn. Such
nrtli'loK should nuvnr hu lined except on ireerl-- t
Ion h from lcputitlilu physician, a tho UniniiRu they
will do Ih ton fold to this good you can ponslbly derive from them. UnllV (,'ntrrli Cure, manufactured
hy K. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.. coutntrift no mercury, and Is taken Internally. netliiK directly upon
the hlood and mucous nurfac.CH of thu iytrui, lit
hoylng UnlTrt Catarrh Cure bo mho you tint. Ilia
genuine. It Is taken Internally and inndn In Toledo,
uruo, ny r. ,i. cneney fc t;o. Testimonials nee.
Sold by Druggists, l'rlce. 75e. per bottle.
Take flail's family 1MIU for constipation.
A man's superstition refuses to work
when lie Is offored thirteen oysters for
dozen.

u

Pise's Cure lor Consumption Is an Infallible
medicine for roughs nnd colds. N. W. SamuK'j,
Ocean Grove, N. J., Feb. 17. 1000.

,

mine.

!

knee,
Fort wlin Mveot thoughts em ever he
drew breath,
Wrested m battle through the pates of
dentil.
With p'ipsdonntc patience Is my treasure
hoarded.
And all my pain with priceless Joy rewarded.
My hlld Is mine.
Nay, but a thousand thousand powers of
Dispute him with me; lurking wolf-llk- o
at"'-In ovety covert of tho ambushed years.
Dlseau and danger dog bim; foes and
fOafH
Bestrldv bis path, with menace fierce and
stormy.
Help nu O God', these aro too mighty
fur me!
My cnlld is mine.
Hut pofiip and glitter of the garish world
Beliu That Rang in Olden Days.
Tins recnstlng of some of the anof Rochester cathedral,
cient J)ol'

un-- i

furled
his delicate, spotless
Like a spring
days
open In blinding sunlight. And the blazo
and songn
of blue nnd blossom.
at riot.
.May woo him from my wnrdenship o!
quiet.

My child Is initio.
Yes. all bis grey forefathers of tho past
t.'hnllongu the clear possession; they o'er-- i
cast.
Ills soul's clear purity with dregs and
less
Of vllo unknown ancestral Impulses;
And viewless hands, from shadowy regions groping.
With dim negation lrustrato alt my hoping.
My child l.s mine.
By what black fate, what ultimate doom,
aceurs'd,
.Shall be that radiant certainty rovers'd?
Tho' hell should thrust lis llory gulfs between.
Tho' all tho heaven of heavens should
Intervene,
Hound with a bond not God Himself will
. sever,
Tho babo I boro Is mine for ever and
over.
My child la mine.
London Spectator.

whs doing service oven earlier
than this, and was ringing merrily before ever Queen Elizabeth had a
throne to sit on. Tho bells of Lincolnshire arc, in the name proportion,
from three to four centuries old; and
in the county of Surrey there are a
score of bolls which h.ive long ecle- birthday
bra ted their
auJ are still solug :. strong as ever.
folk

No life insurance presidents have
been mentioned for tho ball of fame,
but they seem to bu into every other
kind of haul.

half-doze-

.May wean him heivc: while, tenderly
.

Ever."

England, recalls the fact that very
many M tho bolls which ring out their
summons to church every Sunday was
Stratford-on-Avon- ,
and when
Newlywocl Why don't you marry? a lad at
uldbach You couldn't expect me to Ben Johnson and Henick were still to
marry u woman who would be such a bo cradled. It is said that one out of
fool as to have me.
ovory
ehurcb bolls in Nor- -

aim.

MAKCR6

OP

WATERPROOF OILED CLOTHING?
rSLKPlRS.POHMEL

SUCKERS AHD HAT5.1

FOLLOWING OUR SUCCESSES
AT PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO
AND OTHER EXPOSITIONS

WE: WON THE:
.HIGHEST POSSIBLE AWARD,
THE 5T. LOUIS WORLD'5 FAIR.i

A.J TOWER

CO

SOJTOM OIKACOl
NtWTORK
TOWtt CANADIANS
0 LIMITeO,, '

L. DOUGLAS
W.
to.Kn
o

sm.ooormi"cFD!i

W. L. Douglas $4.00 Ciit Edgo Lino
cannot bo equailod at any prico.

legend).
"The rock masses upon it. and all
about, show that they have been
dropped from tho sky. Tho variety
ami extent of the mineral wealth in
the region prove that the earth's
aro deposited
materials
choicest
as the constellations'
there. And
' W.L.DOUGLAS MAKES AND SELLS
move across the heavens and vanish
MOFIE MEN'S S3.RO SHOES THAN
above the mountain summits we may
ANY OTHER MANUFACTURER.
see the spirits ribo from the great
J
who can
1fl nnfl "EWAflD to anyone
.
vPlUjUUU
disprove this statement.
river nnd pass to the gate of heaven.
W. I.. Douglas $3.50 shoes have by their exThe falling stars are their falling burcellent style, easy fitting, and
wearing
dens of tho dropping grains of maize. qualities, achieved the largest superior
sale of any $3.50
shoe In the world. They arc Just as pood as
City Journal.
those that cost you $5.00 to $7.00
the only

Passionate Cry of the Mother Heart

ehll.l

PH

made

Which do you spend most
money on, tea or coffee?

blood, flotdi of my nosh l
of
ho.
my
on
breast and nurtured at my
Hoiked

KlrsMho lire,""
Then the sniok'
'
No Insurance?
Then you're broke!
Ton never hoar any one complain
nbout "Dellnncn Starch." There Is non
to equal it In quality and quantity, It?
ounces. 10 cents. Try it now and sav
your money.

which extended far above tho waters,

TEA

M
Mood

ber, a time to forget: it is tea
time; remember your joys
md forget your sorrows,

and this is tho origin of Pike's Peak,
which Is thus shown to bo directly
under the gate of heaven. (It was
formerly twice as high as now, but
lost its summit, as is told in another

-

I

remem-

a great heap on the top of tho world

.
The quaint Indian legend of tho
lion of Pike's Peak is as follows:
"At the beginning of all things tho
Iv: sir spirits possessed the earth and
uwelt near the banks of the great
river. They had created a race of
men to bo their servants, but these
men were far superior to the. present
Inhabitants of the earth and made
endless troublo for their creators.
Theieforo the lesser spirits resolved
to destroy mankind and tho earth itself, so they caused the great river
lo rise until it burst. Its banks and
overwhelmed everything. They themselves took each a largo portion of
the best of the earth that they might
At the age of six a gill wishes her create a new world and a quantity of
ago
at.
the
father kept a candy store;
maize, whi.'ih had been their particuot sixteen she wishes he owned a dry lar food, and returned to heaven. Argoods emporium.
riving at tho gate of heaven, which it.
at the end of the plains, where the

'T been thlnkin' 'bout gittlu' married," said u member of li Im Hock to
I
"You reckon
1'rother Williams.
could Kit a marriage llcunso for a dozen
watermelons?" "J reckon you could."
replied Hrothcr Williams, "bin my
wholesome tulvico ter you is tcr eat
de watermelons."

TEA
There's a time to

j

three-hundredt- h

difference Is the price. If I could take you into
my factory at Brockton, Mass., the largest In
the world under one roof making men's fine
shoes, and .show you the care with which every
pair of Douglas shoes is mudc. you would realize
why W. 1.. Doup.laH $3.50 shoes are the best
.shoes produced In the world.
If I could show you the difference between the
shoes made In my factory nnd those of other
makes, you would understand why Douglas
$3.50 fhoes cost more to make, why they hold
their shape, fit better, wear longer, and are of
greater Intrinsic value than any other $3.50
shoe on the market y.
W. L. Doaafaa Strong Matlo Shoes for
Men, $2. BO, $2.00. 13 aya' School &
Dream Shove, $2.BO, $2, $1.7 6, $1. BO
Insist upon having AW L.Doug-lu-s
CAUTION.
frlioes. Tiiko no milistitute.
Xono goiniiuo
without Ids uiiiiio nnd price Mumped on bottom.
VANTKI). A idion dottier in avotv town whom
V. L. Douglas SIk.os nro not sold. 'Full lino of
luiuplns front freo for Inspection upon request.
Fast Color Eijelcts used; they will not tvenr brassy.
Writo for Illuttrnti'd f'ntnlog of Full Styles.
IV. Ii. DOUGLAS. Brockton, iUtibS.

1
troubled with ills peculiar to
tbeir sex, used as a douche is marvelously successful. Thoroughly cleanses, kills disease germs,
tops discharges, heals inflammation and local
soreness.
J'jxtine is in powder form to be dissolved In pure
wter, and Is far more cleanslnc, healing, germicidal
and economical than liquid antiseptics for all
TOILET AND WOMEN'S SPECIAL USES
For sale at druggists, M cents a box.
Trial Box nnd Book of Instructions Frea.
BOSTON, MASS.
iHK R. PAXTON COMTANY

fcNSV'

FENSIONJ,Vi,.SSK.,a

Professional Cards.

THE LAST OF EARTH.

Warren Middleton, who lived here for a
number of years, with his parents twenty
C. MliCWEM,
miles south of this city was shot to death
at Katon Saturday morning by t'abe Adams.
District Attorn hv,
The story as the Nkws has learned it, is
New Mexico-- .
Tucutnciiri,
as follows:
Adams' divorced wife married Middleton
C. DAVIDSON,
in July last and they moved to Kaion where
he wns employed in the railway
Law,
Attorn hy
Adams formerly of this place and later a
resident of Montana, heard of the marriage
Now Mexico.
Tucumcari,
and came to this city, and e a r, n i n g the
Friwhereabouts of Middleton left here on
.
ATTESON & MATTESON,
day for Katon, reaching there Saturday
morning. Learning that Middleton came
Attornkys
Law.
off duty he laid for him, and seeing him enOHke over first National Hank
ter a cigar store waited for him to c o m e
out. Middleton bought a cigar and came Tucumcari.
New Mexico.
out of the store homeward bound, when
his first knowledge of Adams' was a leaden
E. WHARTON,
missile from a 45 caliber revolver, w h i c h
Me fell mortally
took effect in his side.
Law.
Attorn hy
wounded, after which Adams pumped four
more bullets into his body, Adams gave
I do a general Civil
and Criminal prachimself up and now languishes in the has tice. Give promt personal attention to all
business.
tile at Raton.
Middleton's remains were brought here Alamotfordo,
New Mexico.
Tuesday and laid to rest in the Tucumcari
cemetery at 10 o'clock Tuesday morning
the funeral being conducted by Kev. Heece M.
of the Baptist church.
Funeral Director and Embalmer.
Complete Stock of Funera.1 Goods.
Middleton's death is mourned by gr i e f
stricken parents, his wife and many friends Prcpjrinp, bodies for shipment a spccijlly.
in Quay county.
Orders taken for Monuments, lite.
Adams who is also well
known in this county, has the sympathetic
pity of many acquaintances in the predica
ment into which his awful madness has
thrown him.

shops.

(

at

at

j

(

at

0.

K. MEAT MARKET.
STREET & JONES.

H. KOCH,

Fresh arid Salt Meats, Pigs Feet,
Tripe, Lard, Bologna,

LAND OFFICE.

Butter and Eggs.
Fish and Oysters in Season.

Poultry.

N. V. GALLEGGS,
Special Bargain.

PHONE 34.

MAIN STREET.

U. S. Court Com.
For sale Mouses with 3 or , rooms
cheap and favorable
terms, two lots,
Land Filings, Final Proofs, Contests,
fenced and sheds etc. in good location on
and all land matters attended to.
Aber street. Apply
No charge for final proof applications.
Tiiko. V. Human, Agent
Okkick at Coukt Mousi:.
it

GROSS, KELLY

& CO.

Our gents furnishing line can't be beat
of N. Mex. Satisfactio
guaranteed or your money refunded.
We
lead and others follow.
The M. H. Goldenberg Co.
in this section

POPULAR. STORE NEWS.

J. S. Mouse, stockman, and farmer, living 45 miles south of Tucumcari, w a s in
town, Wednesday, and loaded out a big
mule team with ranch supplies.
Me informs us that he has enough forage crops
to last him two years.

Wc have just received a very neat and attract
tive line of Ladies' Coats in full and three
quarter lengths- - exceptionally good values at
$5.50, $8,00, $10.00 and $12.00.

S: C. CAMPBELL,

CONFECTIONERY.
Tobacco, Cigars,
Soft Drinks, Fruits,
Books, Magazines, Notions,

Baptist Church.
Ladies' Fascinators ask to see themr you will
find that they are just what you will want
this winter and that they arc 20 per cent,
cheaper than you will find them elsewhere.

Shirtss When you have once tried on one of
our "Merit'! shirts you will never have an
other kind, they have a fit and individuality
about them that belongs expressively to the
TC
"Merit shirts,

J
to

lire.

Preaching every other Sunday. Services
beginning at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m.
Sunday School every Sunday at 10 a. m.
Prayer meeting every hwrsday night.
Business meeting at 7:30 p. m., Thurs
day before the second Sunday in the
month.
Milton Rkkch, Pastor

In the District Court, Sixth Judicial Dis
trict, Tenitory of New Mexico, in and for
the County of Quay.

GROSS KELLY & (OMPANY,

Top Notch Store
FRUITS, CONFECTIONERIES, CIGARS AND
TOBACCOS.
BOOKS, HAQAZINES, DAILY
PAPERS, NOTIONS, ETC.
C
TC
?C

zzzOeo.

McCargar

Prnp

rendered

Uf

,

I

M. Ii. Goldenberg Co.,

n

-

N. M.

Our Hats are Ihe Newest

I

vs.
W. H. Sanborn.
The said defendant, W. II. Sanborn, is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
has been commenced against him in the
District Court for the County of Quav, ter
ritory of New Mexico, by said plaintiff, the
M. 13. Goldenberg Company, for go o d s,
wares and merchandise, sold and delivered
to said defendant by said plaintiff to the
amount of One Hundred Ninety-seveand
thirty one hundredth Dollars. That unless
you enter your appearance on or before
the 30th pay of December, A. D. ioos,
judgment by default will be
against yon,
Ciiari.es P. Downs,
Clerk.
Chas. C. Davidson,
Attorney for Plaintiff,

-

New Millinery.

Notice of Suit.

The

H'ANCY QKOCTGRTTtlR

Tucumcari.

J.

Styles.
See Vs for Fashionable
Millinery.
MISS

EMMA JAIINS.

A. STREET,
Sole Agent for

DAWSON

COAL

See W. M, Troup, Ihe Dray. a an.

R

UHHHK STAMPS and seals, manufactured by lillis Uros., Kl Paso,
Leave orders at this offico.

,

LOCAL

Mrs. Anna Walker, Santa K'osa, a n d
Mrs. C. (I. Stephenson of Dalhart, visited
Mrs i. P. Donnhoo Thursday, returning t
their respective homes Friday.

NEWS.

Misses O. A. Mason and ICthel llollisti-The Ned Niver Valley's loaded six cars called at the Nhws office
Monday and had
of cattle for Kansas City at tin. Dawson us send copies ol last week's paper back to
stock puns, Thursday.
the old home to some of their relatives.
Koad Master Welch, of this Dawson, is
C. M. Piepone, Fayetloville, Ark., has
kept busy of late on account of tin- late
been here several days looking over I li e
rains making the road buds soft.
country, and intends to locate a small coloi

EL PASO ROUTE
fexas and Pacific Railway

-

ny of Arkansas fanners here
and spring.

Mrs. Secundino Womero of Las Vegas,
sister of N. V. (iallegos, visited him here
for several days, returning home Monday.

this winter

Tom Gentry has moved his II o c k ol
T. U. Hyrd, the horse ranchman, is get- sheep to Pastura.
lie has been engaged
ting calls every few days for good hors(!S. as ranch foreman for Charles Held, a n d
lie will not sell any more until next year. will move his family there about the first
1C. D. Daughtry,
father of our townsman of the year.
James Daughtry, is hero visiting his son.
Two young St. Louis painters, Newton
He is well pleased and intends to locate.
and Seeger, did a number of neat
Geo. Spence of Corona, of the linn of around town this week. Their bill of ladSaxon and Spenco, sold 3,000 h e a d of ing reads Los Angeles, anil their schedule
wether lambs for.the handsome p r i c e of is about January 1.
I

jobs

v:.75.

Frank Gutierrez was appointed road
steers from the overseer for the entire county under t h e
ranch of C. M. Young at Moore 9
public roads law. This is a good appointsouth of Tucumcari to his feeding pens ment as he is an old timer and
h
just south of town.
necessary information at hand.
A. K.

Carter moved

WE

On

miles

HP WE

RUN

hast

RUN

i

Night Express leaves El Paso daily at 6:50 p. m.
last The
Mountain Time, solid vestibuled train through to
New Orleans, Shreveport and St. Louis, without
change. Carries through sleepers Los Angeles to St.
Louis, Shreveport, New Orleans and intermediate
points. Direct connections made for all points North,
East and Southeast. Ask your local agent for sched
ules, rates and other information, or address
illustrate the

L. A. Campbell has rented one of the
Charles McKae, who came here
Daughtry houses in the Buchanan addition week from Paladuro, Texas, is taking a
and will move his family down from Daw- homestead live miles east of town, near O.
son about Dec. 1.
M. Reynolds' place. Surveyor Aber run
lines on his place, Tuesday.
the
M. II. Koch left last night
to
White Oaks to disinter a body which is to
The K. of P. Lodge received their new
be moved to Denver. He will be away for paraphanalia from Pcttibone Pros., of
two or three days.
Cincinnati, this week. They have order-

going

Photographer Koch is taking pictures of ed a lantern and views to
business houses about town which are to lectures and when it arrives they will be
to do good and entertaining
be tt s e d to advertise Tucumcari in St, prepared
work.
Louis and other eastern cities.

R.EPOR.T OF THE

CONDITION

L.

Territory of New

ber 9th, 1905.

Mexico, at the close of

Passenger

E. P. TURNER,

"

Gen. Passenger and Ticket Agent,

Agent,

DALLAS. TEXAS.

EL PASO. TEXAS.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
in the

CURTIS,

VV.

G. LEONARD,

Traveling

OF

At Tucumcari,

R.

Southwestern asscngcr Agent,
EL PASO, TEXAS.

TROUBLE TO ANSWER QUESTIONS

NO

business,

Noveni-

i!Ksouici;s.

Loans and Discounts
Overdralts, secured and unsecured
U. S. Honds to secure circulation
Prcmiumson U. S. Bonds
Honds, securities, etc
Hanking house, furniture and fixtures
Other real estate owned, and Hank Building and Lot
Due from National Hanks (not reserve agents)
Due from Stale Hanks and Hankers
Due from approved reserve agents
Checks and oilier cash items
Exchanges for clearing house out for collection and returns
Notes of other National Hanks
Fractional paper currency, nickels and cents
Lawful money reserve in bank,

viz:

-

THE TVCUMCARJ NEWS.

559, "17-12,

f, 250.00
209.09
i, 250.00

12,

1

3,ofv.59

i. 391-9iy, ,9
933-s-

i

isaixmsstm-

2, .S53.1J0

i,,500.00
191.25

$7.5.

? ,,uci.u;

Legal
notes 2,000.00
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per cent, of circulation)
Total

j.

SI .50

m

9, ,592,00

. .

ok Nkw Munich
f'
(,)uay

jo.G02.Sr

1.759.55
S6, 34.17
h, 15(1.15

390.00
100. on
Si3o,f)O2.H0

'

W. F. Buchanan, Cashier.

CaRURCT

ATPBST

15II1

iy

$25,000.00
1,400.00
1,312.99
0,250.00

I, W. F. Buchanan, Cashier of the above named bank, do solumnly swear that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this

day of November, 1905.
J. li. Mattijkon,
Notary Public.

:

A. H. SIMPSON,
J. A. STUIJ15T,
A. K. CAKTHtf,

)

Directors.

YEAR

SKBHHSESaa-

3 1 a. 5
$1

-

TIIK

i.iaiui.itiks:
Capital stock paid in
rurpius ninu
Undivided profits less expenses and taxes paid
National Hank notes outstanding
Due to other National Hanks
Individual deposits subject to check
J line ceruiiLiiies 01
ueposii
icriiiicii chucks
Liabilities other than those stated, held in liscro
Total

Tkukitokv
County ok

wwwwvvw

wMVVfWyvwvv7VWvv

wvwvvY

85.5.87

Equi

JOB
In Connection.
PROMPT ATTENTION
FOR.

Commercial

GIVEN TO ALL OR.DERS
PRINTING.

Stationery

a.

Specialty.

RUSH ORDERS RUSHED.

The "Husky" at Home

ffi

..s

Special Correspondence.

)

.

...,.. n tili.tt
Hiuu

stations

i

W. J. BLACK.

il

iu....

pnsBeaei' Traffic Manager for
the Santa Fe Road.

with exceed!

in-

-

vehemence, jelling h they ran. WIm'
happened when they found that t
blower was merely prnetleiiu:
and not catering, I do not know, but
their disappointment was no doubt s
vero enough to suggest murder.
Fiercest Animal Is Leader.
In sledging, the dog that can wliii
all the 01 hers is chosen as leader ami
runs two or three fathoms ahead of
the troop, which will often number n
dozen or twentv. He not only sets th
pace, but takes the punishment.
the Eskimo drivers are expert in tin
use of the whip a short handled im

''

:

lj

;

Generally Well Behaved.
I raw no misconduct on the part, of
thetu animals myself. They usually
gathered about the llsh Hakes or the
rocks, where we made our landings1,
ami watched us narrowly as we went
asuore, grinning sardonically with an
Specimena of
"I could an if I would" expression,
asd sometimes lifting their heads a
Is impossible to keep
bit or tossing them one side if ihey the no dogs it any
kind in Labrador.
live stock of
ttiYi a kick coming in their direction.
mule, to be sure, at a
As a rule, the fishermen and "livey- - There is one
have established on Hamilres" paid no attention to them, but
way from
now and then a man would sheer off a ton Inlet, but that is quite a
The mule
little with a command to "Get out, you nzty of the settlements.
the "liveeres" nearly to
brute!" (a command that, tho dog frightened
would obey or not, precisely ;s ho float h when they saw him first, and
pleased, for the prevalent a'litude Mippose as reports of him pass from
among the pack would be one of half settlement to settlement ho
as important as those of a
concealed contempt). If they dislike proportions
or megatherium, and
the human race, there is reason labyrinthodou
s
enough for it. They get hart fare, vices more extravagant than ths
snark's.
the
and
lVom
it,
hard words and hard work
and why should they love k? Yet, Depend on
the Dogs.
In winter the people depend absolutely on their dogs if they sre to
travel. The dog is the automobile
Mid freight train of the region. A half
I reed
Eskimo explained to mo thai
"De dogs dey go 'way in .sun.,..
w'en dere isn't any snow, an' live on
de feesh on de shore, in Hoc-- t
ber dey eomo back to de 'ouses."
Which is true. The liveyeres avoid
the pecuniary anxiety attendant on
' I edlng
them, an anxiety
augmented by icoling that they night
become a part of the food, and the
creatures pick up their rations as they
rnd them. Hats nni.'t be a consider-- j
rbli part of their dietary, for I no-- ,
t end many of these animals
scuttling
li and out of the ground near the fishing stations, and where fish are clear.el the livers and oilier offcasts must
afford man", banquets.
In winter tho dogs are fed with seal
dried fish and whatever else
Halfbreeds Habitation,
they tell mo that they are for-- l of tneir owner can spare, but they have
If one of their
was bottomless appetites.
the human race, as meat, and
cautioned that whatever fooli?fmess number is injured tho others rend
that I might commit when ashore. I him into strips and digest him hefore
was not to slip and fall, fo. that ho has had time to recover from his
would bo the signal for the def.s to ; lrpriso. Between meals they fight,
one Phd they are forever disputing poseat me. This was consoling
whose shoes had just been wbbled session of bones, ami chewing one
ears, so that the spectators
with steel nails, which, beiny slippery, will guarantee falls anyvhoro tun out. with clubs and swat them
tight and loft. No matter how far
and ought to be forbid by law. Yet
took these yarns with novoral grains thuy may have strayed they run like
of salt. I saw no cases of Moody deer at sound of a dinner call, though
murder while in Labrador, ttugh I for months tit n llmo tho? do not hoar
y

1

as.-um-

boo-jum'-

po.-sib-ly
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food anil cnnie

with

mail steamer believe it is a fact that the Utile son,
Labrador
pushed into the strait one of the aged I!, of the factor in the Hudson
o Miners said: "Now, listen, and you'll
May post at Ourtwright, fell when he
hear the Uattle Harbor band." In a was set iiiion. Hefore he could be resmoment the whistle blew to announce cued the dogs had indicted forty
our coming, ami almost immediately wounds on him. He was made as comfrom the shore arose a strange sound fortable as possible in a box and cara blond of song, yell and roar. It ried to the hospital at Battle Harbor,
ascend ?d along the scale till it sug- and the entire pack of twenty dogs?
gested a riot. One might fancy cries was shot next morning. People who
of rage, screams of command, howls go aside from the settlements are adof pain. There was a lierce crescenvised to take cudgels, whips or firedo, fhen after a time the noise died arms in case they should meet any of
away into murmur. It was our wel- the packs, for if the dogs were sud
come by the "huskies, " or Eskimo denly to exhibit hunger, the meeting
dotfs. As we approached we could see would bo uupieasaut.
l.locauso of
these wolves, for such they are, seated
with their noses pointed straight at
the zenith, singing as if their hearts
would brealc. When we landed, several of them assembled to see us come
ashore not with the slightest hope of
advantage, for they are kicked oftener
than they are petted. Indeed, i never
saw one petted, but drawn by idle
curiosity, like the rest of the populace. The husky is a trifle larger than
a collie. He iu shaggy, has pointed
ears, is more or less battered, and
there is an adage that if you give a
dog a bad name you must hang him.
The husky has the most evil of reputations, but he is oftener clubbed and
whipped than hanged, because hanging
takes time.

L--

rt. I,

the nnswenuK u
among the rocks; It grew louder ft..
louder nnd presently there came iu"
sight a troop of huskies, boundim-ovethe ledges as i the enemy ot
man were after them. The probnbh
had not heard 'he horn befwe sdi'c
Am.ii ' hut iiwv instantly asHOCinted I'

tlio
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Fierce Dogs of Labrador Indispcns
able to Life in the Extreme North
(

..

jmtMiiuuii u
horn a', one ol tne

Ul"

it.

Turf Huts.
plement with an enormously long lash.
So true is their aim that they can
flick a pipe out of a man's mouth at a
I
distance of 1UU feet they say.
wouldn't want, to smoke tho pipt; for
this experiment, especially if ir iitnelled like the average native kind, hut I
can believe that, considering the
smell, the Eskimo who accomplishes
this feat entitles himself to a pension.
However, there is no time for experiments of this sort on a sledge journey.
The pulls are long and hard,
sometimes fifty miles a day through
heavy snow with heavy loads, and
such spare time as there is the drivers
must spend in keeping peace cmong
their animals and mnking and breaking camp. There is no union runonq
tho dogs, but there is an appreciation
of advantage that is almost human.
charging tip a steep hill the driver
pile his whip and .ho animals take
it at a run. Then, when the lat pair
of them has struggled to tho summit
he finds that the others are lying
down and tranquilly sleeping, leaving
all the work o the latest comer!.
Without, these dogs hardly any one
would remain in Labrador.
The
strength, courago and fleet ness. Uu-lendurance of weather and hunger,
make them as valuable to tho settler
as the camel Is to the Bedouin. "When
the winter darkness has settled on tho
land, when Ice iu the tickles and rjon
the shore has ended navigation fe;- - the
year, when it is certain that no ssr.ran
ger will set foot on the coast till the
waters have opened in tho spring, the
huskies gather about the poor ill tie
cabins of the populace and are willing
to reward their keeper with
stnwico
that often requires their lives.
-

King Edward's Crowning.

William J. Black, who has just been
promoted by the Santa Fe railroad to
be passenger traffic manager of the
entire system, with headquarters iu
Chicago, was bom Oct. 3, 1864, iu
St. Louis, and has been in the railway service since 1S79, beginning as
an office boy with the Vaudalia at tho
ago of 15 years. He retained his first
position five years, when he became
rato clerk hi the passenger departIn
ment of the Missouri Pacific.
March, ISSti, ho was given a similar
Ho waa
position by the Santa Fe.
promoted to chief clerk in the passenger department in April, 18S7, and
to assistant general passenger agent
Jan. 1, 1892. He has been general
passenger agent, with headquarters
at Topeka, Kan., since Feb. 1, 1897.
That silly young man who lllrts with
trouble is apt to find himself married
to it sooner or later.
Every housekeeper should know
if they will buy Defiance Cold
Water Starch for laundry use they
will save not only time, because it
never sticks to the iron, but becauBO
each package contains 1G oz. one full
pound while all other Cold Water
Starches are put up in
pound packages, and the price is the same, 10
cents. Then again because Defiance
Starch Is free from all Injurious chemicals. If your grocer tries to sell you
a
package it is because he has
a stock on hand which he wishes to
dispose of before he puts in Defiance.
Ho knows that Defiance Starch has
printed on every package in largo letters and figures "10 ozs." Demand Defiance and save much time and money
and tho annoyance of tho iron stick'
lag. Defiance never sticks.
It Is up to Carnegie to providep a fund
unit
for
tlio pensioning of broken-ubroken-dow- n
football players.

that

Important to Mothers.
Examine carefully every bottle of CA9T0RIA,
u Hafa and furu remedy for Infants and children,
nail see Mint it
Honrs tho

Slunturc
la Ubo For

Over

WW

Ycnm.

Tho Kind You Uuve Always Bought,

ttoponlnnoo that follows

l:;n't tho real thing.

detection

TEA
The greatest

tea-drinke- rs

King Edward, it has been asenvtain
Dutchmen.
od, was crowned at tho second tieeond ' are
of the second minute of the tircond
There isn't much nervous
hour of the second day in the second
week of the second month of tho secprostration in Holland.
ond half of tho second year of thn
twonlloth century. What Is koIdr to
Many a
k mind, liko a gnrret, la
happen iu consequence Unot stated filled withiiiuu
useless things.
full-botto-

m

STRENGTHEN THE STOMACH

Human

Pink Pills Really Cura
Indigestion Instead of Merely
Rolioving Symptoms.
Thoro tire plenty of romedies by which
you can relievo for the time heartburn,
pain anil gas on the stomach and can
smother nervous sensations and induce
artificial sleep. You can humor your
Htomaeh by giving it predicted food,
lint when you take your next meal all
your trouble begins afresh.
There is only one sensible thing to do.
Strengthen the Htomaeh and do away
w'th the necessity for drugs and
foods. The best remedy ever found
for this purpose is the one that was used
by E. JO. Strong, of (Japleville, Shelby
county, Tenu.
"For years,'' he states, " I suffered
greatly from indigestion. 1 tried many
different, remedies and somy of them
would relieve me for n time, but the
trouble always came back. About, six
months ago 1 had an unusually severe
attack, and while I tried everything I
had ever heard of, I found that none of
the ordinary remedies would reach tho
diflloulty this time.
" One day I read in a Memphis paper
how Dr.Williunis' Pink Pills had cured a
Michigan woman, a sufferer from chronic
dyspepsia of a most stubborn typo. I
then tried the samo remedy and it
proved just as successful in my case. I
took only three boxes, and was cured. 1
have not had tho slightest symptoms of
indigestion since."
Tho tonic treatment has a sound principle as its basis, and abundant success in
actual use. Multitudes of cases that had
defied all other remedies have been cured
by Dr. Williams' Pink Pills. Tho pills
actually make new blood and strike at the
root of all diseases caused by bad blood.
They contain no harmful stimulants or
opiates. Every dyspeptic should read,
What to Hat and How to Hut." Write
the Dr. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N.Y., for a free copy.

Ghosts and Hallucinations Easily
Made to Order While You Walt
Mero Matter of Drugs nd
Hard Blows.

Dr. Williams'

Brain at Mercy of Scientists!

'Ghosts, hallucinations pah!" said
'i can make gliosis.
Von can make thorn.
It Is a mere
..tatter of drugs and knocks on the

the phychoiogist.

head.

"What is it that does our feeling, rejoicing, mourning, hoping, fearing,
tl.l.iking, for us? It is a mass of fat.
ot phosphorized fat, two pounds in
weirht. called the brain. We study
the brain continually.
We get to
know it belter and better every day.
And the tinw is now come when we
can play tricks on it when wo can
deluge it with ghosts, poultergorsts,
djinns, hobgoblins,
doppelgangers,
phantoms.
"With drugs administered in trxlc
or poisonous doses I can give the sanest, man hallucinations.
And I can
pretty well regulate the hallucinations' character, for one drug is
known to cause one sort of presentment, another another and so on.
"Supposo I want the bishop of Ksk
to see the phantom of a beautiful girl.
I
yivc him. then, belladonna.
Belladonna in toxie doses creates fair
of comely persons. The bishop
of Ksk, I assure you, would have an

arti-liei-

pic-'un- s

agrcr-nbl-

half-hou-

r

on Getting It.

Inalat

Hny they don't ke
Defiance Htnrcli. This 1h because they
have a stock on hand of other brand
containing only 12 oz In a package,
which they won't be able to aell flrat.
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
the same money.
Do you want 1.6 oz. instead of 12 oz.
for same money? Then buy Dflanc
aturch. Require! no cooking.
Uome

under this drug's

spell.

"Supposo I wanted you to nee a
lovely dream city, with young men
and maidens in white robes paclug
the courtyards of marble palaces. I
would give you opium and. seated in
your ollice chair, you would see and
remember pretty much what I wanted
you to, Afterward you would say, if
!
had given you the opium secretly,
'Well, there Is something in ghost

A

ETOcers

philosophy''

that possibly

Mr.

I"

" man who thinks

ho whs oiu e u fool.

Wlnilow'B Rontnltijr Syrnp.

For rhlldrKU teettiluit, ftuftrnH tlie (("nu, reduce
cures wlnduollu. UicaUUtlo.

Two 'an live just as cheaply as one
after they have been Hindu one.
stories, after all.'
"If I had an enemy and wished to CITC P"ni""'ljr piirril. SolltN orin'rvnii'iifKMaftrr
O ilrnt tliy'UMMr Dr. Kline OrtiU
drive him to suicide I would give him rl ISend
for KKKI2 SI!. 00 trlnl IioUIk mi1 trentlix-- .
hasheesh on the quiet.
Hasheesh Dlt. It. 11. KI.I.NK, I. til., ml Arch Street, I'lilUde Iptila, I'a.
creates visions of horror. In hashAny woman who can refrain from
eesh dreams great apes strangle fair saying inuttii things about her poor repossesses genuine snlf control.
lation
helpblonde women. Rulllans murder
less old clergymen. Wild beasts, leaping on caravans, carry off in their
mouths babies and little children.
Cannibals hold in the depths of primTea is tea sometimes and
eval forests orgies indescribably obat some houses; at other
scene.
"By whacking you on a certain part
times and at other houses,
of the head I could make you smell
phantom odors. A whack in another
what do you think it is?
place would make you hear phantom
In every iacknKO of Schilling'!! Uett Tea li a
A whaclc In a third place
sounds.
booklet) How to Maks Uool Tea.
would give you phantom sensations
--

TEA

of cold.
"Doctor," said the man who wanted
"Therefore, don't, have a superstiwork him for a prescription, "what
tious belief in ghosts or hallucina- to
would you give for a sore throat"
replied the doctor, promptly,
tions" ended the psychologist, "for "Nothing."
any scientist can mnke them to your "I don't wunt u sore throat."
order while you wait."
Defiance Starch la guaranteed biggest
16
and best or money refunded.
ounces, 10 cents. Try it now.

Puzzle for Scientists to Worry Over

Incompatibility of llnancea la the root
of many dhorce cases.

Article;
Dropped in Calumet but at. a point ."u feet from the surface brought, up against the east, wall
Mino Shaft Always
found of
the shaft.
Clinging to East Sido
n
The same would be the case were a
Going On.
man to fall into tho shaft.
While it
flnvest-igatio-

WEALTH OF ALASKA.
Territory

Has Paid for Itself Many
Times Over.
When the proposed purchase of
Alaska from Russia for $7,200,0JO was
being debated by Congress, General
e
Butler of Massachusetts made the
suggestion that tho I'nited
States pay Russia the amount stated
as a recognition of her friendship during tho Civil War, and ask Iter to retain Alaska. lie said that no sane man
could favor the purchase of a vast, region of ico and rocks on the terms proposed by Secretary of State Seward,
who had negotiated tho deal. There
was a hot debate, in the course of
which several other Congressmen
views sinilar to those of General Butler, but it ended by the United
States paying Russia ?7,2)0,000 in gold
for iho territory. One reason for the
serious opposition to the purchase was
the fact that tho amount named represented about $10,000,000 in currency at
tho time, and many of the Republican
leaders thought it dangerous, when the
paper money of the government was at
ii heavy discount, to engtyje in such a
speculation.
During tho last fiscal year the shipments of Alaskan gold to this country,
as shown by tho records of tlfo customs houses, wero $9,02(1,585. Official
ostimotes for the year 1905 plnco tho
sac-castl-

territory's 'output

of gold

at

$10,000,-000-

.

Thus the "barren waste of ice and
rocks," as tho wise statesman of 1807
termed it, is producing more than its
purchase price in gold every year. In
he thirty years following the purchnse
the value of tho llsh taken from Alaskan waters has exceeded $00,000,000,
and in twenty years tho sales of furs
wore $113,000,000. Tho duties paid Into
tho federnl treasury by
long since exceeded tho cost of tho territory. Colorado Springs Gazette.

It is an interesting scientific fact,
and one not generally known, that
nothing that falls from the ivouth of
Iho deepest mining shaft in tho world
ever reaches tho bottom. Tills has
been demonstrated at tho famous Bed
Jacket, shaft of the Big Calumet. The
article, no matter what shape or size
it may be, is invariably found clinging
to the east side of the shaft.
One day a monkey wren fi was
dropped, but it did not. get to the
bottom. It was found lodged against
tho east, sido of tho shaft several hundred feet down. This incidcul coming to the attention of the Michigan
College of Alines, it was decided to
make a careful test of the apparent
phenomenon. It. was decided
to
use a small but heavy spherical body,
and a marble, tied to a thretr.l was
suspended about twelve feet below
the mouth of tho shaft. Whoa the
marble was absolutely still, asMiring
that it would drop straight down, the
thread was burned through by the
tlanie of a candle. The marblo fell.

No

PREPARE
would m can sure death, the body,, INTELLIGENTWOMEN
badly torn, would be found lodged In
the timbering on the east side. Mem- Dangers and Pain of This Critical Period
Avoided by tho Ubo of Lydla E. Pink-ham- 's
bers of the faculty of the College of
Vegetable Compound.
Mines are now engaged in experili a view of developing data
ments
How many wo
as to the thickness of tho earth's
men realize thai
1
is not hoped to solve the
the. most critical
crtiM.
period in a woperplexing problem of tho distribution
man's existence
of the eai th's matter, but it is hoped
is the change of
to add to the information collected
life, and that
concerning it.
felt by
To this end the Bed Jacket shaft
women as thi
presents advantages possessed by no
time draws near
The
is not without
other place in tho universe.
reason ?
deep shafts in other parts of the counIf her system is in a deranged conditry and in foreign lands generally bepredisposed to apoplexy
gan at an altitude and end above or tion, or she is of
congestion
any organ, it is at this
very little below the sea level, whore-a- or
time likely to become active and, with
at the Calumet mine the Tied Jacka host of nervous irritations, make life
et shaft starts in a comparatively low a burden.
cms
At this time, also, cancers and tumors
altitude and pierces tho earth's
deeper and further below the ocean arc more liable to begin their destruclevel than any other in existence. It tive work. Such warning symptoms as
sense of suffocation, hot Hashes, dizis hoped within a year to be able to aziness,
headache, dread of impending
give some intelligent information re- evil, sounds
in the cars, timidity,
Lininvestigations.
Lakts
garding the
of the heart, sparks before
den correspondence St. Paul Dispatch. the eyes, irregularities, constipation,
variable appetite, weakness and inquietude are promptly heeded by intelligent women who arc approaching the
period of life when woman's great
change may be expected.
Lvdia 12. IMnlcbam's Vegetable Com
to
onu
pound is tho world's greatest remedy
comes
From a general view
conclusion that for women at this trying period, and
the incontestable
be relied upon to overcome all dishere is a man who thinks, and who may
tressing symptoms mid carry them
thinks hard. There is more klnfiness safely
a
in his expression
than barslx&eas, old age.through to healthy and happy
more altruism than selfishness, and
Lydia 12. Pinlchnm's Vegetable Comwhen ho begins to speak there Is that pound invigorates and strengthens the
earnestness of tone, high pitched and female organism, ami builds up the
pleading, which dwells with a listener weakened nervous system as no other
until it sounds more plaintive than medicine can.
Mrs A. 12. 0. 11.viand, of Chester-towargumentative.
Md., in a letter to Mrs. Piulc-ha12 von
when young Mr. Rockefeller
says :
smiles there is a seriousness of ex- DoarMrs. Plnkham:
of
pression almost to tho border-lin- e
"I had Ihhih MitlVring with falling of the
pathos.
Tho whole effect of the womb for yeurs Mand was panting through tho
womb wit bndly swollen
life.
man's personal appcaranco upon ono ehaugoof
1 hnu a good
deal of soreness, dim sell,
Is appealing.
There is nothing
hendnchrs, and was very nervous. I wrote
ami commenced
treatment
about him, nothing dictatorial, you for advice
12. l'inkham's Vegetable
nothing combative. But this does not with f.ydla
n vou directed, and I umhappv tosay
mean that there is tho llrst trace of that all those distressing symptoms left me.
meekness or tho excessive degroo of and I have passed safely through the clutngx
moro reprehensible of life a well woman."
For special advice regarding this imMr. Rockefelthan
portant period women are invited to
ler might bo called
and write
to Mrs. PiuUlutm for advice. It
must be called a young man of pleasIs free und always helpful.
ing address. Reinsert Crawford in
Leslio's Weekly.
1

s

Weakness Seen in Junior Rockefeller

Pleasing Personality of tho Son
of tho World's Richest Man
No Sense of
ce

About Him.

Ouo glance at tho countenance of
John D. Rockefeller Jr., tells plainly
enough that his life lias been pitched
upon a serious, almost solemn p'ane.
He Is a young man of medium height
and size, with a rather large l!?ad,
not. exactly Byronic in contour, but of
lull size behind, and with a str:mg,
round chin. Tho corners of his moiith,
Good tea and tea are quite unliko tho pictures of his father, turn
upward, and there is a kindly exdifferent; both grow on the pression about tho curve of his upper
llj), which is bare of mustacho und
same bush.
well shaped. His nose, which is Just
Wrlto for our Knowledge lloolj, A. .SWiIUIuk a a little upturned, would, by the ordiCompany, Situ rrtuicUco.
nary rule of reckoning, indicate no
particular strength nor weakness of
Some-limaIgnorance is not always bliss.
character.
it is blister.
The llrst sign of austerity is about
Whon a woman marrlos a man she tho eyes, which crouch beneath hiss
takes everything ho has including m broad brow and behind a pair of
name.
glasses or noso spectacles.
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ASYLUM FOR DEAF AND DUMB,

FARR HERRING, Mgr.

as possible, and to those whose parents are
able to pay, only actual cost will be charged. The Hoard has erected for the pur
poses of the school, a large, commodious
and convenient building which will accomto a hundred pupils.
odate seventy-fivWe notice new signs being painted on
The Boards of County Commissioners
many business houses this week. Good and School Supesintendents
of all the
indication that business is good. A little Counties of the Territory are earnestly re
paint helps the appearance of things very quested to
with the Hoard in

I

I
Put in a Phone
Now.

I

Do

The Phone is a Time
Saver. Ask Central
for Trains.

it

.

ime is Money.

of New Mexico,

Under the law creating this school, provision is made for the free instruction and
support of all these unfortunates, whose
parents are unable to provide for them.
Indigent pupils will be furnished trans
portation from their homes; will be clothed, fed, and taught in the sign language,
and in lip reading and articulation as far

niiMi

it a it """"

Tucumcari Telephone Exchange

The attention of the public is called to
the fact that the New Mexico Asylum for
the Deaf and Dumb, at Santa Fe, was
opened for pupils on Monday, September
l.Sth, 1905, and is now ready to receive all
deaf mutes of school age residing in tne
Territory

rami

OFFICE MAIN STREET CURREN BUILDING.
W

f

Tucumcari

Townsite & Investment (o.
Tucumcari Land (o.

Tucumcari has energetic cittzens and
live
business men, and no mat
ter on what other matters they may differ,
you will see them toother on matters that
concern the town.
wide-awak- e

Business and Residence Lots For Sale
M. B. GOLDENBERG-- , Agt.

e

I

materially.

bringing to the knowledge of all families in
a deaf
Did you ever think about it ? We
mute as a member, the fact of the facilities
right next door to the greatest coal deposit
now available for the instruction and care
in the southwest, and while it costs like
of deaf mutes, and are also requested to
blazes, it is all right to see the long trains
send to the Secretary of the Board the
of coal pull in from Dawson when the snow
names of all deaf mutes known to them, so
flies.
that they or their parents may be fully ad

are

The country is settling up rapidly as is
shown by land office business. The register and receiver are working hard and yet
the business piles up. There have been,
we are told, 75 filings in this county during
the last month.

their respective Counties, having

THE
The Pioneer House of the Kind in the City.
WINES,

vised, and the newspapers of the Territory
are respectfully requested to give publicity
in their columns to the fact of the opening
of this school, so that it may be given the

you want

Kukhs
Marcki.ino Garcia,
Secretary.

it.

LIQVORS

AND

CIGARS.

GRVBBS,

MORGAN

PROPS.

W, T, NICHOLSON

paint.

can't do your job work like

BRANDIES,

caliandseeiis.

widest circulation.
Correspondence from those interested is
invited, and all inquiries will be fully and
We believe in advertising, and the News promptly answered.
By order of the Board of Trustees of
office has signed its name in big letters on
the New Mexico Asylum for the
the front of the building in new
Deaf and Dumb.
Take a look at it, and then come in and see
if we

Saloon.

Legal Tender

General Biacksmithing and Wood Work.:

....

j. Pai.en,
Prseident.

Homesteaders by the dozen are coming
A.
into Quay county around Tucumcari this
MILLS.
REAPPOINT
month. There will be many new homes
Main Street
From Las Vegas comes the report that
established here this year. This is a good
country and Tucumcari is a good town. Chief Justice W. J. Mills, of the TerritoMoney invested here is going to bring good rial Supreme Court, is a candidate for reappointment.
The Las Vegas Optic com
results in a very short time.
menting thereon says:
fly
I have been surprised in riding over the
of
finer
"No
testimonial
the
popularity
country to sec how little farmers are do;
:
ing in the way of beautifying their homes. and efficiency of a judge was never given fly
for
and
been
accorded
to
Properties
Business
Resident
has
than
Chief
Justice
ff
A tree costs such an insignificant
sum in
Terms,
of
Mills
Favorable
All
this
district.
the
Las
Vegas
f
money and work when set out and time docs
its work so well, adding worth and beauty bar have joined in the request that the
Will be pleased to show buyers the
This is a
every year, that it seems to me a man chief justice be
JYlcGee
j
throughought to begin just as soon as he becomes sentiment which will be
h
It may be said, too,
possessor of a place to set out trees and out the Territory.
Make Prices and Terma.
is practically no douot on the
there
that
good
up
keep
and
the
work.
Set
a
vines
and
Notary
Public
Judge Mills' record has been yjjj
few every year. It is a pleasure to watch subject.
ik't Conveyances
them grow and they are constantly adding ideal and both in his district and through
Territory
the upholders of law and
value to the property.
Last spring I put out the
out a thousand Carolina poplars which cost order ask for nothing better than forjudges
only twenty-fiv- e
cents a piece. We lost but of his caliber, zeal and efficiency."

HORSE SHOEING

m

SPECIALTY.
Tucumcari, N.

M.

to
fly

REAL ESTATE.
Sale

Cheap and

properties

fl
fl

of the

Addition and the

Russell Addition to the Town.

T, W. HEMAN,

three tress and it was the best investment
Field and Farm.

we ever made.

The local telephone system has been do
ins a large amount of new business this
week. Eight new phones have been put
It beats walkin and others are to follow.
ing a mile to attend to a small business
mattfr. Among those putting in phones
are the following: Messrs. Troup, Ellis,
Platte, Akins, McCade, Boron, and the
Bottling Works, and Pioneer bakery.

The New Mexican agrees with

is

Hie above

to the fullest extent and is gratified

to re
publish the comments of the Optic with
genuine approval. New Mexican.
A new business enterprise is going into
the building cast of the bank. Clint Ruth
erford is opening a saddle and harness re
pair shop. This should bo a profitable
business in Tucumcari ar.J was a needed
one. Now who is going to give us a steam
laundry? It will pay from the start.

ITucumcdri Wool Scouring

Tnurilew

Mexico,

(o.

gk

0s
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Local and Personal

Hud Leo was a visitor from Puorto
Miss Goldstein is locating
near town.

Miss Anna McKovec is visiting in Liberal, Kansas.

Attorney Hittson has been doing an
tensive practice lately.

(HOKE AND (HEAP

Fine line of samples of all kinds of kinds
of fancy stationery ready for you to look at
now in this office.

a homestead

I. C. Forbis. sheepman, was a Tucumcari visitor Thursday.

3
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THE NEW SHIRT WAISTS
AT

Grosr, Kelley & Company have added a
new coat of paint to the roof of their store
and warehouse.
Edmundo Haca and Gellernio Haca, of
Denver, are here visiting their cousin, Mrs.
Francisco Gutierrez.

ex-

The M. B. Goldenberg Co.
Store.

coat of paint, roof, sides and front has
been added to the Legal Tender saloon
CLASS A.
Mr. Yates of Puerto was in town Thurs- none of it red either.
day for ranch supplies.
Elegant Silk Taffetas.
N. McDavis and G. McDavis at the
Glenrock, aro recent arrivals, and will loJohn Kslingcr is building a house on his
Box and sido pleated front and back with (ino
cate on lands near Quay.
ranch 12 miles out of town.
self colored embroidery and shirring
5.00
Manager O'Donel of the Hell ranch, was
Aber, the surveyor, has been busy lately
in town a day or so, superintending
cattle
CLASS B.
locating new homesteaders.
shipments for that ranch.
Soft All Wool Yachting Flannel.
Attorney Hittson went to Montoya WedGreen C. Igo, the cattle and sheep raiser
Heavy cluster pleated front
2.75
nesday on legal businoss.
of southern Quay county, was in Tuesday
Luciano Ullibarri, merchant at Montoya, buying stuff for his ranch.
CLASS C.
was in town on business, Monday.
Mrs. Hennett and children who live near
Armure Flannene,
Hon. S. U. Hendron, county commision- - Revuelto were in town purchasing material
vari-colo- r
polka dot. Box and
Cream with
er, was here on business Monday.
for a new buildng at the ranch.
1.35
large pearl buttons
pleated
with
narrow
front
will
receive
Mail orders for job printing
J. V. Gallegos, probate clerk of the
county, went out to his ranch, Los Arconas,
prompt attention at this ollice.
CLASS D.
where he is erecting a building.
Washing
is
east at
Alex. D. Goldenberg
Saline Finish Flannelette.
This olfice has just received a fine line
ton, D. C. on important business.
.85
Stock collar with Bow. and buckle tie
of all sorts of commercial stationery.
We
J. C. Fowler of Ogle, stockman, w a s in do first class printing in this line.
Tucumcari, Thursday, for ranch supplies.
Many other styles in Stock and new
Fred Smoad, the Browning Cafe man,
goods of all kinds arriving daily.
We have had three inches of rain
went out to his homestead Wednesday to
so far this month. How's that ?
take a few days rest and recreation.
painted
sign
had
new
a
has
Col. Heman
N. B.
Donald Stewart, manager of Gross, Kel- ou the front of his real estate oflice.
ley's interests here, was at Logan severa-day- s
Do not fail to ask for premium tickets
attending to company business.
New type faces for ladies' visiting cards
when trading for cash. They may mean
The big windows at M. H. Golden- has been received at this oflice.
a fine Kitchen range or $65 Saddle for
berg's show a very tasty and sensible
Hrakcman Carry was down to spend a
you,
display of new and seasonable goods.
couple of days with his family.
Dispatcher on the
R. E. Hanruhan,
Attorney Frank Matteson is up a n d
Division of fhe E, P. & S. W.,
Dawson
around town after several weeks of illness
went to Alamogordo for a few days visit.
W. A. Essary is building an addition to
H. La Chance of Alamogordo, is in town
his residence four miles out of town.
taking a look and is so well pleased w i t h
T. D. Martinez is surveying out the sec the outlook that he may decide to locate.
tion lines on county road south of town
Appolanerio Vijil and wife and Mesdam- And, Tucumcari is to have a street fairl es
Juanita Martinez and Secundino Marcus
All right, anything to advertise our resour
of Solidito, were in Tucumcari, Tuesday,
ces.
trading.
J. E. Jones is feeding a carload of bulls
Frank Johnston, employed at the Hell
for the market, on his place iust east of Ranch, was in town Monday, helping to
town.
load a couple of cars of steers for that com
pany .
Juan De Ortega of Montoya, sheepman
was in Tucumcari Monday for ranch sup
person readinr
man without doubt or hesitaJ. W. Madden, manager of the Pajarita
plies.
toon
Lobb
sample our fine line
Cattle Company, and his family were in tion
the
into
ldw. Scon ten has been engaged by A town to attend the Haptist festival
--II ines, Liquors
Cifars.
R. Carter to take care of his ranoh
winter,
A. Abshear, representing A. F. Hanister
Typewriter paper, Manifold Typewriter Company and the Oliver China Company,
paper and Carbon papers, now in stock at Sebring, Ohio, was calling on the trade
this oflice.
here Wednesday.
Any kind of a worthy enterprise is readi
J. A. Blankinship who started last week
to bv the business men of to Hereford after hogs was compelled to
lur rf.snonded
Tucumcari.
turn back on account of floods which m.ide
IS. L. TAVLOl?, Suit.
Puns.
A. D. GOLDKNHKRG,
road impassable.
W. W. Haven who conducted the anti the
is
Joseph Haefner established his citizen
saloon leacue campaign here last week,
ship on his claim east of town, section y,
at Santa Rosa.
He is iust recovering from an
Tuesdav.
F. II, Wood, of Puerto, took the second
of
rheumatism.
attack
rank in the K. of P. lodge of this place
Wednesday night.
Haca Urothers of Endee, sold Williams,
Puerto, 1,000 head of ewes for $3.50 a
of
inhn Hriscoe and P. Randal, both of
Sale was made this week. Mr. W.
head.
registered
names
the
among
Dodson, wore
them near Puerto,
will
ranch
(INCORPORATED.)
at the Glenrock, Monday.
E. O. Jackson, fireman on the main line
section
school
a
fencing
is
Hen Robertson
Dalhart to Tucumcar!, had a message from
Every enterprising citizen should patronize
No. 16. south of town. It is a lease, and
home Wednesday night, that his wife was
a. local industry or AniArpri.
cows.
dairy
it
with
will
stock
mnwuT
he
seriously ill. He wont home on the first
stock
train.
sold
his
has
Wood
H.
F.
AND
WIS ARID ITORTO
The
r.f ctw.mi 10 Yates and Son of Puerto.
T. G. Chittenden, manager of the Tuinvoice was 2,600 ewes and 1,200 lambs.
cumcari Wool Scouring Company;
genial good follow, loft Sunday, returning
d
n
a
Monday
S. C. Pandolfo was up
OUR RATES REASONABLE.
'v,i..uinv nn a business mission ol some to Trinidad, Colo. Ho will go home later
He to Ripon, Wis., to spend Christmas wi t h
sort before the county commisioners
the old folks.
returned to El Paso Wednesday.
A

I
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HENRY & CO., Tucumcari, N.M.
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TUCUMCARI

Water, Ice

entire

that

I Power

TO STAY,
YOUR PATRONAGE).

Co.

SOLICIT

GREAT SONG WRITER.

care: of the body

Paul Dresser, Ihe Popular Composer,
Cured by Doan's Kidney PIHs.
Paul Dresser of New York, authoi
of "Banks of the Wabash" and mnnj
other great song hits
writes:
fiontlemen: I wisl
to recommend Donn't
Kidney l'ills, in the
hope that
my en
dorsement will be
road by some of the
many thousands o!
sufferers from kldue.v
complaint. I was sc
wretched from this malady that I
could not sleep, rest nor eat, and had
u weak and aching back.
Doan's Kidney Pills effectually cured me, and
wish that others may know.
(Signed)
PAUL DKESSKR.
Sold by all dealers, "id cents a box.
FosterOdllburn Co.. Putfulo, N. Y.
Shipment of Horses.
The Southern Pacilic, Union Pacific
Illinois Central and New York Central
roads are preparing to take across the
continent tin largest shipment ol
blooded horses ever made from San
Francisco to New York. The horses
are to be shipped on November P.ith.
next, from J. II. llaggins' famous
Ranclie Del Paso, which is to be sold
in small tracts for farming purposes
The shipment will require four train."
of twelve cars each, and they are to be
run on passenger train time. The railroads will get for tills shipment
in freight charges.
Big

Great Slaughter of Ducks.
Every duck hunter who went out to
the lakes Sunday came homo with a?
many ducks as ho could safely carry
under the law. The slaughter was one
of the greatest known in the history of
the state, as the weather was ideal for
hunting and the game was plentiful
In all parts.
One inquisitive hunter,
who had his own bag well filled,
counted over SJ( ducks at the station
at Barr, when the crowd was waiting
for the train. This did not include the
kill made by the members of the Hot
Air Cluy, who came in by a later train,
or of those secured by the men who
shot Upper Barr lake. The latter
usually go to their blinds in automobiles, returning the same way. A safe
estimate of the number killed about
the Barr lakes is therefore about 1,100
As this is only one of the many places
to which the Denver hunters went,
some Idea may be secured of the number of duck dinners enjoyed in this
city yesterday. Denver Republican.
THE SECRET OF YOUTH.
De Soto looked for the secret of
youth in a spring of gushing,
waters, which he was sure he
Alnd in the New "World.
would
(thousands of
chemists and
them), have spent their lives in quect
for it, but it is only found by those
happy people who can digest and assimilate the right food which keeps
the physical body perfect that peace
and comfort are the sure results.
A remarkable man of 01 says: "For
many long years I suffered more or
less with chronic costiveness and
painful Indigestion. This condition
made life a great burden to me, as
you may w.ell Imagine.
"Two years ago I began to use
Grape-Nut- s
as food, and am thankful
that I did. It has been a blessing to
me in every way. I first noticed that
It had restored my digestion.
This
was a great gain but was nothing to
compare in Importance with the fact
that In a short time my bowels were
restored to free and normal action.
"The cure seemed to be complete;
for two years I have had none of the
old trouble. I use the Grape-Nutfood every morning for breakfast and
frequently eat nothing else. The use
has made me comfortable and happy,
and although I will be 1)4 years old
next fall, I have become strong and
supple again, erect in figure and can
walk with anybody and enjoy it."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Creek, Mich. "There's a reason."
Read the llttlo book', "The Road to
.Wellvillo," in every pkg.
g
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MRS. KM MA FL13ISSNER
Suj'ered ivcr Ttvo Years Health lVa&
In a Precarious Condition Caused
Bv Pelvic Catarrh.

How to Acquire and Retain the Priceless Possen- 4nn nf finnrl Health

'

'

Nature's Preparation for Wmter.
In the lull, when the cold weather Is
approaching, the fur of animals begins to thicken. Trappers catch animals in the winter because of the su
periority of their fur at that season,
their summer fur being very poor and
thin. This thickening of the fur or
hairy covering is a protection for the
winter.
A corresponding change takes place
in the vegetable worldin the trees,
plants, bushes and shrubs. As the
cold weather approaches, they thicken their bark, draw in their sap, and
the clorophyl of their lcaes and the
leaves fall off. Some little time before
the leaves fall, we see the green col-- !
or disappear. The clorophyl and the
sap had been stored up for use in the
spring, and thus preparation is made
for winter.
Corresponding changes take place
in human beings if they subject thoni-- I
selves to natural conditions. A shrub
that is left standing out of doors gets
ready for winter. If it should be taken
up in September and kept in a green-- l
house at a temperature of TO degrees.
it would not make preparation for the
Put an animal in a
cold weather.
warm building and keep him there,
and his fur will not thicken for winter.
Some interesting obselvations have
been made concerning sheep. In the
tropics they grow only thin hair, but
when taken to Siberia they began to
grow ilne .wool, which thickened with
each generation until they had a thick
woollv covciinir that was ample- pro
tection against the severities of the
climate to which they were exposed.
Leave a sheep out of doors and it get?
ready for winter. Bring it indoors
where it is not subjected to natural
conditions, and it is not affected by
meterological changes.
This same thing is true of human
Many people,
beings.
when cold
weather conies, hide away in their
f
houses, thoroughly barricaded against fresh air. Under such
circumstances, the power to make heat
diminishes, and they are afraid to
come in contact with i,rld air, because
they have coddled thomselves too
much as the cold weather has come
on. When a person is in that condition, his vitality is lowered, his resistance weakened, and he is an easy
prey to disease.
There is no tonic so good as contact with cold air. The body rallies
its forces to repel the cold, and while
the forces of the body barricade themselves against cold, they are also barricading themselves against germs.
All the vital functions are affected
by the resistance of the body forces
to the contact of cold. The stomach
makes more and better gastric juice;
process goes on with
the
greater rapidity, and more and richer
blood is produced. One who can resist cold can resist pneumonia, consumption, diphtheria, in fact, he is prepared to fight every disease.
This power of resistance can bo cultivated by daily exposure to cold air.
Go out of doors each day and get into
the fresh air more and more. At night
let the fresh cold air come in. The
ono who sleeps in a tight room will
strive in vain to accustom himself to
cold, for he will undo during the night
ail the good he has accomplished during the day.

Physical

f

j

reach.
The most Important trio of natural
remedies is dietetics, hydrotherapy
and proper exercise. Other valuavie
agencies are pure air. light in varlo is
forms, electricity ami cheerfulness.
Most people could very materially i'
crease their physical defense by sc
curing the reaction from a dally up
plication of cold in some form. Careful scientific observations have shown
that such a treatment increases almost
immediately the number of white
blood cells in the general circulation,
thereby increasing the ability of the
body to capture germs as well as to
repair diseased structures.
general who could so easily add
to the fighting strength of his army,
would certainly be regarded as a lunatic if he did not avail himself of the
opportunity. Yet there are thousands
s
of
who do not concern
themselves in tb least as to how they
mny improve their weakened and waning life forces.
There are multitudes of those who
only need to adopc a wholesome and
rational dietary to lie speedily emancipated from their present state oT .
lidism
Others would in an ania:'.-li.tilsnvrt time lie able to shake off
the most- if disease if they would become siviMeienlly aroused to ceiuie
their sedi.utary life, and begin to r n- gage in
stirring physical exorcise. Of rourse. at first there would
be some r diellion on the part of the
unused joints, and
muscles.
'"'he same sunlight that can place a
halo of glory on all nature, can put
colo. into the pale cheeks that have
been
carefully shut away from is
health and
beam.

AND STRENGTH
RESTORED BY

HEALTH

PE-RU-N- A.

Mrs. Emma Fleissner, 1412 Sixth
Ave., Seattle, Wash., Worthy Treasurer

Sons of Temperance, writes:
suffered over two years with
and painful periods. My health
was in a very precarious condition and
I was anxious to find something to restore my health and strength.
was very giad to try Peruna and
delighted to find that it was doing- me
good. I continued to use it a little over
three months and found my troubles
removed.
" consider it a splendid medicine
and shall never be without It, taking a
n
dose occasionally when I feel
and tired. ' '
Our iilos contain thousands of testimonials which Dr. Jlartman has received from grateful, happy women
who have been restored to health by
his remedy, Peruna.
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Unsanitary Wall Paper.
In v.ew of the extreme danger u
health through unsanitary methods
paper, it should
wall
oi hanging
everywhere bo made unlawful lo re
paper a room until all the old paper
has beea scraped off. The Mastei
Paper Mangers' association of Philadelphia reported that, in many instances four or five Inyois of paper
remained yn walls and ceilings. There
seemed f. have been no attempt to
remove tV.e old paper. Often this lias
happened n houses which have been
infected villi contagious disease.
The simplest way to remove old
paper, accruing to Good Housekeeping, is to vivo it a good soaking with
Some papers, such as
hot woU'r.
cartridge papers, however, cannot be
removed in this way, as the watr.r
will not. .penetrate.
In such cases,
give the jmper a liberal coat of hot
flour pa.'.'? mixed to the consistency
of cream The water In the paste will
then penMrnto the paper, and it may
be pcelcft off without difficulty.
Use
,i, square blnded
putty knife, and use
it vigorously.
Paste Mu bo made antiseptic or a
breeding place for disease germs.
The bondholder should insist upon
having 'inly sanitary pasto used.
Especial care should be taken if the
walls art inclined to dampness, as Is
A Good Medicine.
frequent;' the case near the floor on
A sour, morose, and despondent
lower jttory, or at the celling of an
state of mind stamps, to a certain ex- aupper
sLiry.
The etireful housewife
tent, the same mold upon the activiinsist, too strongly on bavin?
ties of every bodily function; while cannot
cheerfulness, hopefulness, and good tho paper' ng done right. It is about
a matter as plumbing.
nature impart a similar tone to the as
every
organ
body,
in the
work of
thus
will not lot him in tho houao
emphasizing the inspired truth that "Shu
l.'ntl ho wlpos lii.s ftict.
nho sails out In her
"a merry heart doeth good like, a Then gown,
medicine."
And wipes ud all tbo glrcot."
blood-makin-

itill

semi-invalid-

-

wind-proo-

Reinforcements.

One of the most sensible tilings a
person can do, whether he Is sick or
well, is lo reinforce his strength as
fast as possible, by availing hints-iof all the assistance that he can secure by the enthusiastic and intelligent employment of the various
agencies that are within hia

run-dow-

Beautify Your

ft Rock

Cement

&

tints. Docs not rub or scale. Destroys disease germs and vermin. No washing of
walls after onco applied. Any ono can
bniBh it on mix with colli water. Other
finishes, bearing fanciful mimes and mixed
with either hot or cold water, do not
have the. cementing- - property of
Alabastino. They are stuck on with gluo,
or other animal matter, which rots,

feeding;
sealing-

disease ucrniH, rubbiufr,

-

g

and spoiling- walls,
-

etc.

cloth-int-

r,

Such Finishes must bo washed
off every year expenslvo, filthy work. Buy

AhibuHtiuo only in five pound paok
ngrs, properly labeled. Tint card,
pretty wall ami ceiling design, " Hints on
Decorating" and our artists
making color plans, free.

sorvleos in

ALABASTINE CO.,
Grand Rapids, Mich., or 105 Water St.. N. V.

WC'SINGLE
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Coney
M

QUALITY

GHICIGAR always "Seluble
Jtiliher or
.llruct irom ruutory, I'eorln,

Island Souvenir

Post

iKtiiuitiii; ioi..rel

Postal

Corel

DEFIftHGE

111.

Cards.

for Wu. Conoy Islonti
Co., Coney Island, H, Y.
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fffl Heat Coiiifh Syrup. Twe fiood.
in iiiuc, sou' ;,y
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the- worse for her luck
then," replied tho woman harshly.
"I'll bring hl'4 faco and hers to tho
dust."
The woman arose to go. "You are
an angel," she said, "and If it's any
good to you you can know that you
have the blessing of a poor, wicked
unfortunate every minute you live."
As she spoke she glanced toward
the wall and her eyea fell on a portrait of Mrs. Dennlson. "It's a flno
likeness," she said.
"Do you think so," replied Mrs. Dennlson. "There is a portrait of ipy husin tho world.
band tho best man
What is the matter?"
For tho moment tho woman's eyes
lighted on the man's portrait alio gave
a sharp cry and begnn to tremble
from head to foot. "Only one of my
attacks," sho replied, sinking on the
lounge. "Please let me lie here for a
minute or i:'
For full five minutes she lay there
with her face in her hands, her whole
body shaking and quivering ns with
somo overpowering emotion. Presently she aroused herself and rose again
and staggered toward the door.
"Before I go I want to say
she said. "Will you tell your
husband my story?"
"I tell my husband everything," replied tho young wife proudly.
"Well," tho woman nnswered, "you
can tell him If you care to that your
great kindness and sympathy so
touched my heart that I havo changed
my mind, and I will not ruin the
man and his young wife. In fact, I

"So

LJ

LJ

UJJS-

-

I
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Portrait

(Copyright
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D ally

The sunshine never had looked bo
bright to Amy ns on this glorious September day, as she stood on the
vlneclad porch of her cozy cottage
and contemplated the thriving garden
and the velvety lawn. The city with
its distant haze of smoke blurting the
aky seemed far away.
The great
world Itself seemed to have retired
an Immense distance from her little
Eden, and all tho noise and the strife
and the trouble seemed wholly away
and apart from the new life Into
which she had come.
And all doubts and fears had vanished, for there was Fred, strong and
tender and true, to stand between her
and every harm. Ah, Fred, and her
eyes grow tender and an ecstasy of
Joy filled her whole being. Of course
she was still almost a bride, but the
months since the sptingtlmo wedding
had been so full of happiness that tho
entire future was rosy-hue"While she still reveled in these
delightful day dreams she glanced
toward the street and was surprised
to Bee tho figure- of a woman leaning
against tho fence. The woman was
poorly clad and bore on her face tho
unmistakable marks of erring and
She
leaned
marred womanhood.
against tho fence as though In pain
and her face showed much pathetic
evidence of sickness and weakness
hastened
that Amy involuntarily
toward her.
"You arc ill," she exclaimed. "Can't
I help you?"
Tho woman turned a sullen and defiant face toward the dainty lady on
tho pretty lawn.
Amy did not fall to notice that beneath tho hardness and badness and
illness, the face had lines of beauty.
"She must have been a very pretty
girl once," thought Amy, '"and she
is yet young. She cannot bo much
older than I."
But covering all the lines of beauty
and of youth were the linos of dissipation, of wantonness, of brazen
shomelessness, and over all like a

-

.ml

Story PtiU. Co.)
well fagged" with

an expression of
apologetic weakness.
"Oh, dear, how dreadful," responded
the young wife with pretty sympathy.
"You must come in and rest and I'll
make you a pot of strong tea. You
never can walk into tho city In your
condition. It's a good ten miles."
"Come in there?" faltered the woman, pointing toward the house.
"Yes. Indeed,"
replied the other,
"and lie down a bit on the lounge
while
make you some tea and tlx
you up a lunch."
"Lie down In your pretty cottage
while you wait on me?" And the
woman laughed harshly.
But tho
lnugh ended in a sob and she broke
down completely.
"No'm, I won't do that. But I wish
you'd let mo just kiss your hand,"
and she grasped tho other's hand Impulsively and raised it to her lips.
"It's the first kind words I've heard
tor many a month," she sobbed.
Mrs. Dennlson gently pui'.ed her
within the gate and before tne woman knew It she was lying on tne comfortable lounge in tho bright, little sit- ting room.
Tired nature asserted itself and she
dropped into a gentle slumber which
When she
lasted for two hours.
awa kenud a dainty luncheon was on
a little table by her side, nnd the
young hostess who had been watch-- :
Injr her caiuo forward with a warm in-- j
Wonuor-- j
vitation thai s!u partake.
ingly sl" did so.
"If there were more like you there'd
bo l'owei like me," she said.
"PerWps it is not nil your fault,"
suggest v.l Mrs. Deniiison gently.
"No, before heaven, it is not," re
"Alplied f.'.e latter passionately.
though Vve plenty to answer for. But
was honest. I beIn tho i'eglnning
knew he was
lieved r'.im although
not of my kind, and t hue gentlemen
wore not. in the habit of marrying
But ho was so fair of
shop js'rls.
speed, and so honest of face that !
helievji him and, of course, he tired
of mfr and throw me aside like a
broken piny thing. I ought to have
know)i it, but I was an ignorant young
tiling rtnd 1 didn't know Hie work",
thpu. First I was broken hearted, but
l wa?.
proud and well, I simply
I
drowned myself In wickedness.
thought I didn't care for a time, but
lately I've been sick a good deal and
I'm getting old and the river ain't far
j ahead of me.
Such as
Oh, I know.
you don't know, and I hope and pray
yon may never know, but I'vo seen
It many times. There's nothing but
tho river when we lose our good Iooku
and get sick."
".$nd this man." suggested Mrs.
1
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Greatest Dam on Earth.
Fifteen yearB ago the highost dam
in exlBtence was the Furens dam (in
France), the total height of whJch was
170 feet. Since then three very much
larger dams have been built In the
I'nited StnteK. These are the Crotou
dam In New York, tho Clinton water
works dam at Boston and the water
works dam near Denver, on the South
Fork of the Platte rlv r, says Crittenden Marriott in November Technical
World Magazine. Each of these at
present holds the record in one re
spect or another; the Denver dam is
the highest In the world; the Clinton
impounds the largest amount, of water,
and tho Crotou dam contains the largest mass of masonry. But tho Salt
Itiver dam, when finished, will exceed
each of these in its own specialty; ll
will be higher thau Denver, will exceed the Crotou dam In masonry, and
will impound twice aa much water as
all three put together. It will be 270
feet high from foundation to parapet,
will contain :i00,000 cubic yards of
masonry, and will impound more than
of water; that Is,
a million acre-fee- t
more than enough to cover a million
acres (1,500 square miles) to a depth
of one foot. It will form a lake five
miles long and one to two miles wide,
covering an area of 14,000 acres. Its
cost, with maintenance for ten years,
will be ?:i,000,000 or $4,000,000.
Good News for All.
Bradford, Tenn., Oct. 23d. (Special.) Scientific research shows Kidney Trouble to be the father of so
many diseases that news of a discov
ery of a sure cure for it cannot fall
to be welcomed all over the country.
And according to Mr. J. A. Davis of
this place Just such a cure Is found in
Dodd's Kidney Pills. Mr. Davis says:
"Dodd's Kidney Pills are all that is
claimed for them. They havo done me
more good than nnything I have ever
taken. I hnd Kidney Trouble very
bad and after taking a few boxes of
Dodd's Kidney Pills I am completely
I
cannot praise them too
cured.
much."
Kidney Complaint develops into
Bright's Disease, Dropsy, Diabetes,
Rheumatism and other painful and
fatal diseases. The safeguard is to
cure your kidneys with Dodd's Kidney
Pills when they show the first symptom of disease.

1
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Den nison.
a look oi black hate, murderous n
Its Intensity, camo over tho woman's
face. "I heard a few weeks ago thit

A Colorado preacher has laten so
many chickens tins winter that ne
to cackle every time hlH wife put.n

tlays)

et?R8 on

the table.

TORTURING

Gave a sharp cry.
will pray heaven that she never finds
I reckon his conscience will
it. on .
puniffli him enough."
"Oil, I am so glad," replied Mrs.
Denirison, "cannot
do something
more for you?"
1

"No," replied the woman steadily,

"You havo done a great deal moie
for several persons
than you
havo any Idea of. Good-byand God
blesa you."
Then she walked steadily down tbe
path and vanished
Into
tho great
y

e

woilc!.

HUMOUR.

Body a Mass of Sores Treated by
Three Doctors but Grew Worse
Cured by Cutlcura for 75c.
"My little daughter was a mass ot
sores all over her body. Her face
was eaten away, and her ears looked
as if they would drop off. I called In
three doctors, but she grew worse.
Neighbors advised Cutlcura, and before I had used half of tho cake of
soap nnd box of ointment the sores
had all healed, and my little one's
skin was as clear as a new-borbabe's. I would not be without Cutlcura again if It cost five dollars,
cents, which Is
of seventy-fivall it cost us to cure our baby. Mrs.
G. J. Steese, 701 Coburn St., Akron,
n

e

Laurence Hutton Was "The Boy."
The late Laurence Hutton, tho au- Ohio.'"
tho man was married and settled thor, once stopped at the Touralne
After stealing a kiss an honorable
down. Married and respoctabe, while on his way from Bar Harbor to New man Is never satisfied until he returns
out-cabeing
1
York,
of
short
funds aftei it.
and,
was sick and hungry and an
and it drove mo nearly mad. hia summer outing, the clerk required
Aidentification beforo assigning him
d that's why I walked llfty miles.
More Flexible and Lasting,
l'ia going to Hinke him feel somo of a suite of rooms.
won't shake out or blow out; by using
Mr. Hutton looked around the lobby Defiance Starch you obtain better retbo things I've felt, as I loved hlra
with any other
and noticed "Joe" Jefferson, to whom sults than possible
onco now I hate him, and the whimd
and
more tor same
Mr. brand
pering chit ho has married, and I'm he confided his predlcnment.
money...
going to ruin his life as he has ruin- Jefferson went to the desk nnd, slapping Mr. Hutton on tho back, remarked mine."
The Foreigner And how Is zeen
e
of foot xoe ball played? The
"I don't know who grume Well,
"Oh, that would bo terrible," ex- ed to tho clerk:
tho way they piny it hero
claimed Mrs. Dcnnlson. "How do you Laurence claims to be, but he's the It taken twenty-tw- o
players and 250
know she is a whimpering chit? Do boy." Ho was given the pick of the policeman.
you know her?"
house.
"No, but I know the tribe," replied
Comes of British Sailor Family.
the woman with a gesture so fierce
Linger longer over it; let
A. H. Lee, recently appointed civil
that tho other recoiled. "They draw
aside their skirts when I pass. Well, head of the British admiralty, comes it be steaming hot from the
I'll glvo this one a chance to see how of n family of sailors. Ills
and
earthen pot; and the loveIt seems."
"Maybe she Is not selfish and proud, grandfather were all distinguished
only loving and trusting," suggested naval oiilcers. His father, however, liest woman pour it.
i a doruymnn.
the bride.
-

"Such as you can't help such as mo,"
she replied, sullenly.
mask was the expression of pride and
defiance.
"Such aa you can't help such ns
me," sbo replied sullenly to Amy's
proffer of help.
"But yov uro ill," persisted Amy, as
a spasm of pain twitched tho hard
features and tho woman leaned more
heavily upon tho fence.
"You'd bo ill yourself If you'd gone
through what I have," she replied. "I
ain't slept for two nights, nor had a
decent blio to eat, either. But I'll got
and then I
into tho city
reckon I'll be all right. I've been
walking for two days and I'w pretty

'

one-thir-

Nu-tlv-

TEA

groat-grandfath-

Tuos-tla- y
John Clun?i enmo in from Corona
morning to attend to some business
matters, and incidentally to v i s i t his
brother, Wm. (Jlenn.

John 12. Lout, prominent rani ustnla nml
investment broker of Denver, visited o u r
town this weak, and was much interested
in the outlook of our city.
S. J. Slano, the stockman, with w li o m
we were acquainted in Lincoln county ten
years ago, was a welcome visitor to t h s
Mr. Slants has some of
office yesterday.
lie
the best bred cattle in New Mexico.
has 25 head of line young bulls for
that are the result of nineteen years of
grading.

Republic of Si. Louis,
The
newspaper in the
best
the
country, and KAKM PKOGKKSS, America's leading agricultural and home monthseply, will be sent to any address or to
arate addresses, when so requested for
ONIi DULL AH A YKAK.
Twice-a-wec-

WKIM'HLK'
THIS
for nearly a reunify has earned and
the rnntidenee of half" a million
readers. It covers the. news of the world
and issues
thoroughly and accurately,
special State editions, each containing the
latest and most reliable reports of the
It
Infiiliiv in which it circulates.
special departments are edited by experts,
ami its artists and contributors are nmnng
the best in the country. It is published
every Tuesday and Thursday eight panes
each issue sixteen, pages a week.
TWICR-A-WKK-

BOYS

main-Mine-

We want ti send you free of ill
cost, 10 copies of our journal which
you can sell for 50c. Von retain
the entire amount to pay fo- your
future supplies which we will furnish to you at a special rate in order to encourage you to build up a
permanent monthly route.
Address a postal card to Dept. A,
and we will send the papers by return of mail. This pays you 50c
and will only cost you tc, so attend
to it at once, as we can only supply
them to a limited number in each
In fact, to only one if it is
district.
in the country.
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Relinquishments, Patented Claims and Choice
Town Lots For Sale.
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CONNECTION WITH

the shortest line between If Paso, Texas
and Santa Fe, New Mexico and all points in
northwestern New Mexico and
Colorado.
'Xf
1j
fs
Close Connection at Torrance
Is

I

1

1

Passengers will save time and money by
taking this new route, through a new
country.
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FOR FULL PARTICULARS CALL
CAL AGENT OR ADDRESS

ON YOUR

LO-

-

S. B. GR'MSHAW,
GENERAL PASSENGER AGENT SANTA FE CENTRAL

SANTA FE, N. M.
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CARDIGAN,

By Robert W.

Chambers.

brilliant romance of the opening days of the Revolution, dnpii tin hie
of New York. Srenes wiih
on what was then the border in the state
tribes of the Six Nations, an-'- , a thrilling description ol the
Hattic of Lexington. Contains a love story, told with great Imvc ;nnl
charm.
A

t
i
t

BEFORE THE DAWN.

i

powerful story of the
federacy in Richmond,
est war was drawing to
mighty struggle of Lee
its pages.
A

i
i

Ay

Joseph A. Altshcler.

Civil War, describing the last days of the Convividly depicting conditions nr. the world's greata close. Contains a strong love story, and the
and Grant in the wilderness passes through

THE REDS OF THE MIDI.

t

By Felix Gras.

lACKSON-GALBRAITH-fOXWOR-

1

i
!

i
t

i
e

t
1

THE CARDINAL'S ROSE.

By Varv Tassel

field, and he
the most famous of all the younger American writers.
of the great northwestern logging camps, and tells how
a powerful man of action was built up and how it was
by the influence of a woman's love.

White has opened an absolutely new

is now perhaps
This is a story
the character of

finally softened

WORLD
In addition to these stories the TH H
is in negotiation for others equally as good. The Tiiukt.-a-WiiWorld's regular subscription price is only $1 00 per year, and
this pays for 156 papers. We offer this unequalled newspaper
and the TuruMcwui Nfws together one year for $2.00. The
regular subscription price ol the two papers is S2.50.
ICE-A-WEE- K

k

)

SIZES

mors, Sash, Moulding, finishing, lime, Cement

Etc.

Ymir patronage is appreciated

CALL .mil GET PRICLS

OR.DEK

Tiicnmcari,

BLANK.

N. M.

IHn Men of n I.nrty.

Ktinlli'-l- i cabnmn bud brought
npnlnst n woman for not pnyltif?

suit
tbo
legal faro, and bis constant roinnrk
wns, "Sbo nln't n lady."
"Do you
know a lady when you see 0110?" asked
tbo Juiltfp. "I do, yer honor.
Last
week a lady pave mo a sov'rln instead
of a Rblllln', and I called out, 'Hope pardon, madam, I've pot a sov'rln Instead
of a BhtlllnV and she shouts back,
Well, you old fool, keep the change
and got drunk with it!' That's wot I
calls a ladv!"
.
An

This Republic, St. Louis, Mo.:
Iiiclosuil find Si, for wliinh rlmuI Tin;

gress

k

Rupublic and 'arm
yonr to
I

0110

Pro-

N'anio

u.

-

n.

SiaU).

Notico If you want only The
TIlO llM)tS or ftiir-tRopublir tlir priro is osciuit.'.n yonr.
The father of M. Caslmlr-Porlo- r
call- This prico of Farm I'rojjroKs alono is 10c oil on Corot one day and found him In
tbo act of finishing a picture.
"A
a year.
Twtco-n-Woo-

k

By Stewart Edward White.

1

Mr.

.imiary mt pioj

A SPECIALTY-A- LL

Sutphen.

The hero wnnders into a continuThis is the last touch of modernity.
ous performance in New York City. Mo seos a scene in a bingraph
which arouses his curiosity and which loads him into a remarkable series
of adventures in a remote part of the world and to the winning of the
hand of a princess.

THE BLAZED TRALI.

Inrorpirnti"1

WINDOW (iLASS

Tvico-n-voo-

story of the French Revolution, the greatest event in the history of
the modern world. A peasant boy who marches with the tremendous
battalion of death, the Marseilles column, tells how they overthrew the
French monarchy and achieved the conquest of Kurope. The hue
story is of singular delicacy.

CO.

TH
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Read Wherever the English Lanjjuajje is Spoken.
Wuui.ii 1ms niadu sporisil arnmui- Tiik
monts for the vt'fir 1005. Its filnwly tfivat news service has
been extended and, as heretofore, it will report all important
events promptly, accurately and impartially.
k
An original and striking feature of the Tiiwck-a-WiWould in 1005 will he its serial publication ol tiro strongest
and best fiction that has ever appeared in the columns, ol any
newspaper. The novels already arranged lor, and which aiv
by writers known throughout the world, are:

I
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Paso & Northeastern System

El

FARM PROGRESS, issued on the first
Thursday of every month, contnins sixteen
n.:wr.i.iM-- i
or more mil, sianimrnsizu
farm literature,
pages, filled with
and special departments for the home
fashions, boys and girls, fiction, etc., etc.
a guarIt is published by The Republic
antee of its excellence and high character.
It will PAY you to take advantage of
this special offer NOW. Use this.

JOSE, CAL.

THiUCE-A-WEE-

t

Davidson

d

4

I

& C. C.

First National Bank

Over

)()0

Mechem

C.

pari-i,M,i.- ir

and Country Journal
SAN

k

semi-weekl-

sale

Dept. A.,
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SPECIAL CLUBBMo OFFER.

i

Town

()oo()nonnnno()oo()M)Of)(HK)()()()(()ooM)()0()()0()ooooooo()ooooO

A, F. & A. JV.

Tucumcnri

Lodc

No. 27.

Meels evftry first and third Monday in
each month. Visiting hrothors invited.
John

K.

M. C. Mrciirm, Hoc.

Wiiitmouk,

VV

M.

masterpiece!" exclaimed the visitor. "I
must have It"
"It Is yours," promptly replied Corot,
"if you will agree to pay the butcher
and baker bills of my Illustrious but
poor friend, Jean Francois Millet."
"Agreed," said the patron, well pleas-ed- .
The bills were presented to hlm,
and they amounted to nearly $0,000,
neither butcher nor baker having been
pnld for twelve years.

rr every ne knew what one said of
VVUaover has Hoverly of G r a a s t a r k
please return at once.
3.It Uio other hero would not be four
frlciulH loft n the world. Pascal.
8 C Cami'Uku,.
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Thanksgiving.
Washington, 1). C, Nov. .(.The

11

''RANK

P. HARMAN. Prm't.

W. P. BUCHANAN.

pres
dent today issued his proclamation naming
Thursday, November 30, as a day f o r
thanksgiving. The proclamation is as

I

Chicr.

The First National Bank
OF TUCUMCARI.- 4?

i
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General Banking Business Transacted,
TUCUMCARI,

N. M.
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LIVERY

AND

SALE
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STABIL

STREET & BAKER.
JSC Good

Rigs and Good Horses. J?
MH-- i

Teams and drivers to all points in the country,
furnished on short notice.
HAY AND GRAIN.

Main St.

Phone 42.

44444444.44
Our Line Is Superb.

I

FURNITURE
CHASRS

ROCKERS

Our assortment is complete and is so replete with
every variety of style and beauty that we are confident it will outsell anything in the furniture line
ever brought to Tucumcari.

UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALWIERS.
BARNES & RANKIN,

ToOMdri,

N.

it.

N.

7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777
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High Gra.de Herefords.

S

s For the next 30 days
blood Hereford Hulls
K

ji

3
will offer for sale fifteen head of full s
5 to 7 months old. Price per head $25.00 v

I

sl

S
S

N

s Also 50 head of high bred full blood Hereford Cows 3 to
s years old, in calf by registered bulls Lord Wilton and s
s
s Anxiety bloods, for sale.
6 v

S. J. SLANE,

-

-

Hy the president of the United States, a
proclamation:
When nearly three hundred years ago,
the first settlers came to the country which
has now become the great republic, they
confronted not only hardship and privation
but terrible risk to their lives. In those
grim days the custom grew of setting apart
one day in each year for special service of
thanksgiving to the Almighty for preserving the people through the changing sea
sons. 1 lie custom lias become national
and hallowed by immortal usage.
We live in easier and more plentiful times
than our forefathers, the men, who with
rugged strength, faced the rugged days; and
yet the dangers to national life arc quite as
great now as at any previous time in o u r
history. It is eminently fitting that once a
year our people should set apart a day of
praise and thanksgiving to the giver of
good, and at the same time, that they ox- press their thanks for abundant mercies
received, should manfully acknowledge
their shortcomings and pledge themselves
solumnly and in good faith to s t r i v c to
overcome them.
During the past year we have been
blessed with bountiful crops.
Our business prosperity has been great. No other
people has ever stood on .as high a level as
we now stand on. We are not threatened by
toes wttiiout. I lie iocs within arc our
passions and follies, and against these there
is always need that we should war.
Therefore, I now set apart the 30th of
this November as a day of thanksgiving
and prayer for the future, and on that day
I ask that throughout the land the people
gather in their homes and places of wor
ship, and on the rendering of thanks to the
Most Mich for the manifold blessings of
the past year, consecrate themselves to
life of cleanliness, honor and wisdom, so
that this nation may do its allotted work
on the earth in a manner worthy of them
who founded it and of those who preserved

Tucumcari, N. M.

In witness whereof I have hereunto set
my hand and caused the seal of the United
States to be affixed.
Done at the city of Washington this jnd
day of November, in the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and five, and
of the independence of the United States
the one hundred and thirtieth.
Hy

THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
President:
ELI II U ROOT,
Secretary of State

A Fine AR.T CALENDAR given fre
with each dozen best finish Cabinet Pho
tos, during November only. They make
very desirable Holiday presents.
M. H. KOCH.
Nov. 4"3t

O. M. Reynolds tells the Nkws that he
is in communication with several parties
who intend to come out to Quay county to
take homesteads right away.

Happiness a.nd Sorrow.

This is S. C. Pandolfo's
He

is identified with the town in many ways.

Give Him Your Insurance,
Because He Has the Best.

Last week N. V. Gallegos, our deputy
Probate Clerk and U. S. Commissioner,
attended the wedding ceremonies of
relative at Logan, and later the funeral
service of the bride's father, Juan H
Truiillo, who died within 36 hours after
the wedding.
The contracting parties were Abdon
Gallegos and Miss Emelia Trujillo, both
of prominent families who arc well to do
stockraisers near Logan. The father of
the bride took sick the evening before
the entertainment given in honor of the
bride and groom and died the second day
afterwards. Ho had resided in that vicinity
for 2 years, and leaves a wife and seven
children.

G. II. Cooper and family caiiK! in Monday from southeast Oklahoma and will locate near town. He has three sons and
three
all of whom will
homesteads. This will make SIS rwwi linmnc
n this vicinity by this family.
They ship- pod about 20,000 pounds of hou s c h o d
goods with them, and have fine mules, and
other stock and some poultry to begin with
on their new homes.
Thov are farmers
who have followed the business all their
lives and are here for thn nnrnn:. nf imiM.
ng homes. These are the sort of settlers
we need.

take

sons-in-la-

Win. Troup
COAL DEALER
AND

CITY TRANSFER

THE LEGAL
BARBER

TENDER
SHOP.

W. F. Glenn. Prop.

Correct Treatment of Customers.

BATHS.
Tucumcari,

N. Mex.
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Denver Directory
A $40 Saddle for

Dire Disasters ior the Coming Year
"Old

Moor" Makes Many

Pro-dictio-

South Africa and for Britons in
France.
Hut April is to see something almost comic a great clearance of tho
streets of bogus blind and himo beggars. In this month, too, tho Crystal
Palace will bo burned.
In May tho dreamer's soul reaches
a fine height one language aud a
world's brotherhood.
vison of farm colonNext he sees
ies gathering In trnmps, vagabonds
and wastrels.
In July many wealthy people will
die. trade will flourish and Russia
will make a rush for India. August
is to see a bank smash. September
Is to hear some very free speech in
Hyde Park, and October will bo distinguished by tho wholesnle killing of
little shops by big store?.
Many railroad accidents and some
coal mine disasters will blacken November. December is to witness damaging tides on tho south coast, and a
host of destructive fires, and on top
of if all Ohl Moore has the courage
to wish everybody a Happy Now Year.
London Telegraph.
In

ns

Which Will Causo
Discomfort to Those Who
in His Prophecies.

Bo-lle- ve

Once again Old Moore, tho almanac prophet, has awakened and written. Hut his dream of 1900 Is so
ni.iniiiK that It is a wonder he ever

regained consciousness.
His familiar white almanac, with
Hh grotesque hieroglyphics, leads off
with disaster Death playing his sickle lustily by land and sea. Then come
financial exposures, outrages, murders and earthquake shocks.
Hut. for all this. January will not
so many unemployed in the
fcoc
streets, and in the house of commons
there will he an unwonted spectacle
"the government steadily working."
February Is to be distinguished by
bitch strange happenings as religious
controversies, and ere the nation has
recovered from the novelty March
will come In with a great stir about
hospital
management
a
tax on
blcjcles, great time for white labor

51
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E. C. ATKINS

CEL
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dtlrrup leath.stirrup,
in every
hpect. mill equal I"
mikIiIIch nold for I4n

William Crookts' lecture before

Tcid by Col. Higginson.
When Jol. Thomas Wentworth
ran riuining for Congress, in
tho eighties, he told this story to illustrate '.he "point of view."
He was enjoying a quiet vacution
lit the Adirondack region, and one
day, whle fishing on u lake with a
Kiilde,
chanced to remark that his
rxKnd Junes Hussell Lowell bad ofteu

spoken of the beauty of that region,
as he spent neveral summers there.
"What!" Sf.ld the guide, "you know
Jim lxnvell?"
"Oh, yes," returned the colonel,
amused by the man's familiarity of
style. "I luvo known Mr. Lowell a
good many yiars."
"Hump!" naid tho guldo, reflectively; "Ignorant ctisbJ"
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STOCK SADDLES
Tnku no other.

.liolexnlV Hnrt retail. Moore
Wiircc, nxnvw.

Hunlmirp

"w"I'm icn.

fl

fWnlor for them.

jour

Iron Co.. Ifitn
r

1331

every

mak

known

of
A.
stoie, fuTiiaro or runuo. ueo. 72a.
t.nwioni.-oOenvor. Phona
.

perdnr

arA'ffi

HOUSE

lmtol In tho.Woit.

American plan.

nVM

Oxford Hotel
block

Denver.
One
Iron roof.

1

from

Depot.

Union

O. II. MOHSK. .Mgr.

p&
GROCERS Wr;,8
Otoe Brands of Canned Goods

WHOLESALE

Till:
NoROoilHrtt

AJl.MSTRONO TUKNKK CO.,
rotii.i. ITJUtonauArHpalioiiSt. Donrer

11)3 Colorado

Pillsbury's Vitos
the best and most economical breakfast food you
can buy.
Is

MILLINERY

WHOLESALE

!

Saddlery Co,

.iiunurncturRrK or liurnrmi ami
every style. AsU your
dealer for
our goods k no doeM not keep them we will
you
In
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Established in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mall or
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iments in ubiking diamonds has suggested to a vriter that Sir William
had a famous predecessor at gem
manufacturing in that interesting figure at the court of Louis XV. of Franco, the Comte de St. Germain. The
hitter's reputed power to make diamonds, even to draw them out of the
earth by the beauty of his song, like
the Kosioruclans. was founded solely
on his ability, corroborated in the
memoirs of tho time, to remove the
Unlike
fiaws fwm these atones.
most, alchemists, though, he seems to
have ha.: a sense ot humor and to
have plufed up to hl'J reputation most
rofrc shingly.
An ohvir of hi. of course, went

on his exper-

l

BROWN PALACE HOTEL

line somewhere else.'
'Wo took the case into court," said
the lawyer, "and of course tho land
was valued and condemned.
The
commission awarded tho farmer the
um of $5 damages, and when the
case had been decided ho came up
to mo with the money in his hand and
asked :
"'Is this what you call n cas of
Emory Dumain?'
" 'Thin eminent domain, sir.'
" 'And it has cost me $15 to find it
out! And now I've got $3! That
Emory Dumain may be the biggest
kind o( a fool, but dog my cais "if I
done iiv.'kon I'm a bigger one!'"

she first took it. looked no more than
Si when hle died, a few years later.
Hue the
amusing of his preten-rilons- ;
Aas (hat of having lived for
manv ceni.'iries himself and rubbed
shou'.dors v.'ih Francis I, Charles V.
and many i.iiother.
Hi favoUte amusement was to talk
familiarly cT those old friends of his.
a pore whiclv took in most of his listener;-, at court. But he did not eon.
trlve to be a hero to his valet. Turning to him one day with admirable
impudence, St. Germain asked him If
it wos not tiue that ho had known
Richi'.rd 1. I.uiimntoly.
"r really cannot
sir," answered his man. without a quiver of an eyelash; "you forget that I liJivo been only 500 years
in your service."

.Sir

Cntaloc

iul

tent

Comte de St. Germain Added to with the d'amonds, and he sold ir for
Rare Gifts of Deception a .Keen large sums of money to the ladies of
French court. According to Mine
Sense of Humor Not a Hero tlu:
ie Pompadour's witty rendering, the
to Hin Vlet.
C'omtesse d Clergy, who was ivl
n
'he British

d

TIIK

MetHl
ItiK

AMERICAN

I'm asking just $2,000 for the right o!
way '
" 'Did you ever hear of eminent domain, my friend?'
" 'Emery Dumain is nothing to me.
Either pay my price or run your old

Great Charlatan of the French Court

4

:t

Denver,

Forced to Admit That H passed on, to return a month later.
'"Well, will you take $50 now?'
Compared Unfavorably with
"Emory Domain" Cost Him I asked.
" '.My price has gone up," ho an$45 to Find It Out.
nounced. 'Tell the old railroad that

1

Ipnthor-cov-re-

here.

r

Avaricious Man Saw Mistake Too Late

"Let me tell you where greed and
avarice come to the surface as in no
other case," said the old lawyer, ia
he tilted back In his chair.
"It's when a new railroad wants
the right, of way across the country.
I
was thinking of a case that happened twenty years ago, and in which
played a part.
In running the line
the surveyors crossed a swamp
to a farmer. It was at tho
back end of his farm, and of no value
He had never had one shilto him.
ling's benefit from it. When I was
HtMit along the line to buy the right
of way the farmer's price was $1,500.
"Why you only asked that price for
your whole farm," I protested.
"'That's so. boss; but tho railroad
has got to pay my price or it can't
cross my land.'
"i argued with him for two hours,
but could make no impression, and I

Ktoel

The Fred Mueller
SaddleHnrnessCo
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In the World.

I.argett Saw Manufacturer!
Factory and Exreutive Officei, Indianapolis Indiana.
M I n nmunl I.
m .
vw ViirL.
unn unncuou,
Portland. (Orcpmi ,
Jlcruplits, Atlnntn mid Toronto, iCniiada).
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co.d.
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BACK OF TflE ATKINS SAW
Two centuries of put lent and
VSJFt
conscientious olTort to produce tho
best fc'aws In tlio world.
Ten (fenerations of Mood nwl brfilns.
Tho Invest pin nt In tlio world nxchiMroly
mnny
eninlo.viiiK
devoted to
craftsman
hundred! of hlgh-flus- .
special
costly
mncliltu'ry.
with
und equipped
business ajruretfatlni; initny
A worm-whimillions of dollar every year.
A reputation built tin through two centurli
of iteady growth, valued morn highly limn
Httv other nsot of this great Institution.
The Ruarauly of this Company, which is
respected the world over.
Vn tnako all types nud sizes of Haws, but
only one gradu the best.
Atkins Saws, Corn Knivei, Perfection Kloor
Scrapers, etc, nre sold by all yood hardware
denlers. Catalogue on requebt.

o

In Uso. ,
Ten Times

600,000
All Others

CENTRAL

Combined.
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Sund for handsontu pictoand dcHcrlptlvn cataloBuej
rial
It's free.
I'""i II term opens
tSept r..
T,. A. AltNOI.U, President.
30C Hnternrlst)
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When Answering Advertisements
Kindly Mention ThiB Paper.
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The Policy HoMcrs' Commltteo t Ko. W Jickeon
1!m1..( Ii1ciiko, wlil ple complete luformstlon about
the expenditure of
of compsny fundi ai
fotntnlHklniiH to Mr. Itocenfcld for tlio purchaie of
Iniurauco foinpany of Pennsylvania Inulaon
inmie on nr nimnt l ebrunry .'utli liKCi. und tho ex- pi'tiiiiniro of n'(HKion September
t
to pur-- ,
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Green Manuring.
A discussion has
started us unvimiii.
or or not llin turning
under of green
Growths is to bo considered a practlcal and profitable practice in the at
lempt to add to the fertility of the
land. One states that the acidity resulting from this plan of fertilization
is Injurious to soils of certain charac-

ter. Another says that green clover
has two values, viz., a feeding value
and a tnanurlul value, neither of which
should be lost, and lie thinks both can
oe conserved by making the clover
into hay and feeding it to cattle, the
resultant manure being returned to
the ground. As to the acidity it seems
unlikely that where green manuring is
dono early in the fall much acid will
be left In .spring, writes A. S. Alexander in Farmers' Review.
If the manuring is done very late in
fall, so that little decomposition occurs before frost locks up lie Foil, or
if it be done in spring, so that decomposition is active soon after plowing
the crop under, acid may bo Injurious,
as claimed. It may also bo stated that
in certain conditions acid is beneficial
and in most eases ihc injury from acid
will bo so small that the good effects
of green manuring will not be seriously offset.
The argument that one
loses the feeding value of green manuring and that both may be perfectly
saved by feeding (lie green growth and
returning the resultant manure to the
land is erroneous for the reason that
the animals eating the green crop or
hay made from it uiV'.v.o a large quantity of its chemical constituents so
that their manure does not return all
of the constituents to ihu soil.
Clover as a green manure gives to
the soil more than it gathers from It
In growth. It borrows from the air
and enriches the soil with this free
nitrogen, while everyone knows that
its roots are rich in the same constituent. Cut, made into hay and fed to
animals whose manure goes back to
the soil, much valuable fertilizing
material is lost. This, however, is but
one consideration, for jn addition to
soil nutrition gropn manuring has a
beneficial effect in both light and clay
soils. In the former it binds and increases power to absorb and hold
moisture, besides increasing the supply of humus; in the latter it opens up
the soil, lessons its stickiness, and
assists in draining, besides adding fertility. Green manuring in our opinion
is advisable in that it has the above
mechanical value and at the same time
helps to retard the sure impoverishment following the selling of crops and
animal product.
I

j

Silage as a Feed Reserve.
The mail uiiu uns a coot miinv
milch rows known iiw mi nf .,.... V
having always on hand a largo supply
f,r
0(,i food. One 0f the groat obstacles in the way of successful dairy- , is uio unevonness of
the season.
Some years there is an abundance of
pasturage and an abundance of grass
in (he meadows, which Is made into
cheap and nutritious hay. Rut there
are other years when the pastures are
lry and consequently short, and the
in the meadow are so small that
before the winter is half over the
farmer has to buy feed or sell part of
nla cows.
Too often the profits of
one season are eaten up by the losses
in another season.
As a usual thing the farmer or dairyman that, is caught short on his feed
tries to keep along by feeding straw
mixed with ground feed. He imagines
'hat lie is saving the loss that would
be occasioned by the purchase of hay
'" fancy prices. In fact ho is losing
heavily in the feeding of such makeshifts, for the amount of fiber that has
o bo digested is so abnormally high
'hat. the little nutriment in the straw
costs too much to make it pay to try
-

io get it out.
J low much
better for the farmer to
have always on hpud a large supply
of a nutritious food such as silage.
Thero are years when the weather con-

ditions are such that an Immense
amount of silage can lie grown on a
small area of ground. Some of our
enterprising dairymen carry silage continually in their silos, and when the
corn crop of one year is being harvested they are still using silage from
no lot put in the preceding year.
The more silos built the bettor is it
for the man that is trying to conduct
business profitably. Doubtless silage
carried for two and three years will
bo found to be as good as silage used
at the end of a fow months. Ono dairyman (ells me that ho prefers silage
a. year old for his cows and that they
always drop on their milk yield when
he changes from old to new silage,
showing that they find the old silago
the more digestible. John Stinson,
Bureau Co.. III., in Farmers Review.

The Combination Cow.
Thero is incessant warfare between
the specialists in cow breeding and
the man who wants a cow that is both
r
a
and
First
the combination cow was called a
general purpose cow, then a dual purpose r w, and now some ono has hit
upon the name given above.
While
the specialist is right in some things,
he is wrong in others. Certainly the
man that is producing milk with the
Plum Seedlings.
idea of selling It must produce that
Frednc Crdiicfield of Wisconsin milk from the cow that will make it as
says that !)" per cent of the cheaply as possible, and this he will
seedlings oi any vaiietv of plums find among the distinctly dairy cows.
will fruit, earlier than the parent. Bui there is a place for the combinaThe best varieties produe.0 the best tion cow. On the high priced land in
Illinois and adjoining states the man
seodllngs, but
a great difference in the uniformity of their who is producing beef cattle is learnseedlings, or in their varietal dif- ing that it is impossible to make
ferences. Thus the seedlings from money by producing beef cattle alone.
power
the Quaker differ but littlo from their Ho must utilize the
parent, while the seedlings from the of his cows as much as possible.
Wild Goose show a multitude of types. Therefore he wants a cow with a beef
form and deep powers of
Those kinds of cows are in existence.
Vaccination for Anthrax.
Thero has been an outbreak ot They aro not suitable to go Into the
anthrax in Home, Italy, and iln; dairy, but are suitable as an adjunct
veterinarians have been vaccinal ing to beef making.
according to the I'astour method
Fattening Mature Birds.
for preventing the spread of the
It
is
extremely
difficult
disease. The ivsults were fairly
to
mature
birds
good with small doses.
if
they
The work-wa- fatten
efj Hivn when combined with the are
allowed
the
run
of
the
ep.reful estruction of all carcasses of farm. Hut If they are confined they
may bo greatly increased In welg't
animals dying of anthrax.
in from four to six weeks.
Certainly
Movable poultry house.s have heavy about a pound and a half can be put
on
in
the time mentioned. This fat
sills that can ex as runners, though
some movnY.p nouliry houses have tening is necessary whether the fowls
runners med purposely for luovhig ave to be shown at exhibitions or are
to be sold as dressed poultry.
tLein.
boof-mako-

milk-make-

milk-givin-

g

milk-givin-

s

Protecting Fowls from Lice.
Nomenclature of Apples.
Fowls are hard to protect from lice
Many a man tries to make himself
largely on account of the number fowls that must be kept by any one familiar with tho
apples that are
grown in this country. The skilled
man who expects to make much money
out of them.
horticulturist feels a pride in recognizIf a thousand-pounsteer or horse has lice the treatment ing the different varieties of apples at
of that animal Tor the parasites is not sight, and this is pardonable, for It is
a great task; but
It Is far different one of the things the public supposes
If a thousand
oonnds of chickens have him to know. It is always a humiliato be treated. That might mean, as tion to him to be unable to tell the
many as 200 fowls to bo washed, name of an apple that Is brought to
dipped, or otherwise handled and cared him or to misname It. But those that
for.
have made a careful Investigation ot
There are several ways of kllllug the matter have come to the conclu'ice, but the most thorough way is to sion that no matter how much a man
wash the fowl with soap and water. may study apples, It is practically ImA poultry exhibitor
said to the writer. possible for him to know all the varie"If the man that has lousy hens will ties so well that he can tell each one
wash them as the showman does his at sight and not make a mistake.
birds ho will have no trouble with lice, There are over 2,000 varieties in genprovided he does not again permit eral cultivation at the present time.
them to come Into contact with other It would bo a difficult task to learn
birds that are lousy." Ills method of the names of these and their descripwashing was to make a strong lather tions.
of soap and water and scrub the birds
But what is worse, these apples have
thoroughly. The lather was worked among them over 14,000 names, as W.
into the feathers and under all of them H. Ragan of the United States Departand was again and again wushed off. ment of Agriculture assured the writer.
This kind of treatment gets rid of the Mr. Ragan is the author of a large
lice and leaves the birds absolutely bulletin that has recently been Issued
by the government on this matter. Mr.
clean.
The next best thing is perhaps grease Ragan is the government expert on
put under the wings, under the tall pomologlcal
nomenclature, and we
feathers, and on top of the head. doubt If any man In the country has
Sooner or later the lice on the bird will put as many years of work on this subtake refuge In the places mentioned ject as has he. Yet wo doubt very
and will become covered with grease, much if even Mr. Ragan would be able
which will In turn cause the stoppage to recognize some of the old varieties
of the breathing pores of the insects that appear at our fairs and winter
and hence strangulation. This is the horticultural meetings. If an apple
current opinion, but whether all the always held Its form and color it would
lice do thus commit suicide is a quesbe different, but the forms and colors
tion that is hard to settle. Certain It change In accordance with varying conIs that the application of grease does
ditions.
greatly reduce the number of lice inOne of the best known growers of
festing the fowls.
apples in Illinois was showing the
writer through his orchard when beCost of Raising Fowls.
came to a Wealthy tree that bore exThe cost of raising fowls is hard to ceptionally large apples. The fruit
estimate, because the farmer feeds his looked much more like the Wolf River
fowls with material that would be than like the Wealthy, yet there was
wasted If he did not give It to the no doubt about them being Wealthies.
Mr. Soverhlll said that for some time
poultry. Where men live in the
s
after the tree came Into bearing ho
and keep poultry, they
estimate, tin.. It costs one dollar per held to the belief that the tree was
head to ralso a chick and bring It to the Wolf River. This illustrates the.
the laying period. This is about the way in which fruits change under
cost estimated to keep a fowl a year. varying conditions. Mr. Soverhlll also
In making the estimate of one dollar related a little Incident that occurred
several years ago. There was a disper fowl, ono might say that the
pute among some fruit judges at a fair
Is too largo, but it must be remembered that when the chickens are as to certain plates that were supgrowing there aro invariably losses, posed to be Wealthies. They were in
and these must be averaged up as fact Wealthies, but the best judges
part of the cost of raising the ones did not believe some of them to be so.
that survive. It Is not a hard matter Mr. Soverhlll picked apples from three
parts of the same Wealthy tree and
to make a fowl, after she has hemm
laying, produce a dollar's worth oi brought them to the judges. Some
eggs a year, or even half a dollar more had grown In open sunshine, some In
than that. Wo doubt If the cost of the shade and others varied In size.
raising a fowl on the farm is more He asked the experts to name the apthan a half dollar, and our farm fowls, ples, and they promptly gave them
if rightly handled, should In a year pay three different names. He surprised
them by telling them that the apples
for themselves, and pay an extra
r
were all taken from the same tree and
In tho way of profit. We are certain that on many farms they do this, thnt It was a Wealthy.
but the owner does not appreciate this
The man that tries to learn all about
because ho keeps no account either of apples Is engaged In a laudlble underreceipts or expenditures. More care in taking, but he has taken upon himself
the raising of poultry will reduce the a task without end, especially so as
cost per head. Warren Wilson, Union new varieties are being continually
Co., O.
brought out by nurserymen as well as
by enthusiasts that are ambitious to
make a record as originators of popuMeat Cracklings for Fowls.
Tho butchers take tho fattest parts lar fruits.
of
animals,
especially
hogs,
Get Ready to Graft.
and
boil
to
them
got
the
out
fat
of them.
At
After
this
tho
time
of
year
the
fat is taken out the remainder goes farmer
should
select
tho trees
under the name of cracklings. How that ho wishes to propagato
on
much value these have as a poultry his trees of less
useful variety. The
feed it is hard to tell. It is doubtful, grafting will not be
done until spring
however, if they are worth paying a but now the wood that
Is to be used
very high price for, as fat seems to bo for the grafting
should
be marked,
their principal component.
thait may bo cut and laid away after
the 'leaves have fallen. Why do we
allow our trees to produce inferior
The permanent nasturo mnv hp mn,i
one of the most profitable pieces of fruits when we can so readily
conland. Q'j the farm.
trol the matter by grafting?
d
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Notice of Suit.
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LEAN

K

OOL
OMfORTABLE

In the District Court for the Sixth Jiuli
cial District of the Territory of Now Mexico, within and for tho County of Quay

Island

Gross, Kolley

U and Cafe

Liquors and Qgars,
JAMES

LANIGAN,

Proprietor

-

-

SME AD'S

Restaurant and Bakery.

s

We solicit a share of your patronage.

-

REGULAR MEALS,

s

v

s
s
s
s
s
s

25 CENTS.

The best of everything the market affords.

FULL LINE OF BREAD, PIES AND CAKES.
Phone 34.
FRESH OYSTERS IN SEASON.

49

Elephant

White

Saloon.
b

w nisKies

j.enxucKy

55
49
49
49
49
49
49

--

g
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TRY THEM.

A. B. DAVBER,

.

PROP.

.

0

V. B. JARRELL,

To all whom it may concern notice is
hereby given: That I will, under and by
virtue of a certain decree made and entered on the J7th day of October A. D. 1905
by the Hon. lidward A. Mann, presiding
Judge of the District Court for the Sixth
Judicial District, the Territory of New
Mexico, sitting in and for the County of
Quay, in a certain cause therein pending,
wherein the First National Bank of Tucumcari, New Mexico, was plaintiff and
Cabe Adams and L. E. Speed, were defendants as Receiver of said Court in said
cause, sell at public vendue to the highest
and best bidder for cash, the following described property
Seventy-eight
head, more or less, of cat-tie, branded 9X on left side.
Said sale to be held on the J7th day of
November A. D. 1905, at the front door of
the Court House in Tucumcari, N. M., between the hour of 9 a. m. and the setting
of the sun on the same day.
I.uk Hamilton,
Receiver,
t:

(ily Meat Nark
WW

The said defendant Fred G. Browning is
hereby notified that a suit by attachment
has been commenced against him in the
District Court for the Sixth judicial District of the Territory of New Mexico, within and for the county of Quay, by
plaintiff Gross, Kelley & Company, upon
an open account for goods, wares and merchandise sold and delivered by said plaintiff to said defendant, said defendant promising to pay for same. Damages claimed
Two Hundred and Fifty Dollars.
That
unless you enter your appearance in said
suit on or before the 23rd day of December A. D. 1905, judgment by default therein will be rendered against you.
Ciias. P. Downs,
Clerk.
Mkrkitt C. Mkciikm, Tucumcari, New
Mexico, Attorney for Plaintiff.
Nov. 51

Nov.

Manager

x

Wholesale and Retail
Dealers 111 all kinds of
Meat, Vegetables, ete.
Cf

Cf
W

Your

V

Liquors

and

Hot-tie- d

Cigars.

Your Patronage
Main St.,

-

Solicited
'fucumc&ri.

-

SALOON.
FINE WINES,
LIQVORS and
CIGARS.

I

H. M. SMITH & CO.,

t

TUCUMCARI,

:

f

N.

A. R. Carter, the postmaster, is building
sheep sheds, watering troughs and making
other improvements on his ranch south of
town. He is feeding two car loads of steers
on cotton seed meal and a car load of lambs
on cotton seed and on Kafhr corn heads,
and some of those two and three year-ol- d
steers are beginning to look sleek and fine.
Some of them will now tip the scales at ten
Messrs. Carter and
or eleven hundred.
g
Buchanan are pioneers in tho
business
are
here, and there
prosuch great qualities of forage
duced now that stockfeeding is going to be
an industry.
stock-feedin-

crops

HOTEL 2C

MORGAN & GRUBBS,

Props.

Newly Renovated and Refurnished
First Ciass Rooms, -

-

-

Reasonable Prices.

V

Patronage Solicited

A A iAA. it A A

Phone

A.

A A A

A.

11

J;

A A

ROCK ISLAND EATING HOUSE
.0?e7

ofar

g-

Oysters atri Fish in season.
T. S. McDER.MOTT, Prop.
y

yyyyyy

T y

V

The Cash Store,
The Place to Buy your

Staple

and night.

i Dining HaJl amd LuncK Counter, r SZ
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Wines,

Fine

the PLAZA

Cf

Main Street
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All Brands of Whiskies
in Bond.

Notice of Receiver's Sale.
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GEORGE A. MOORE.

said
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Browning
Defendant

I" red G.

EXCHANGE

SALOON

Company
Plaintiff

VS.

"r Treatment Good, Good Wines,
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p. DONOHOO.
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Fancy Groceries. 3

We take yowr orders and
make prompt delivery.. . .
OVR.

PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT.
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